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Secret Landlord
Campaign Revealed

$35000 Raised
BRINGING IN THE BREAD

Citizens for Good Housing began their campaign with a
series of letters asking each property owner to donate S5 per
rental unit. With over 17,000 units in the city according to
the 1970 U.S. Census, the group could have raised up to the
incredible sum of 585,000. At that point, organizers had already mapped out an advertising campaign estimated at
557,920, of which 59,250 alone was budgeted to pay the
professional agency which drew up the plan. However, because pledges did not live up to expectations, the proposal
was reduced to about 530,000 early in March. Included in
the sum was money for a paid, full-time political consultant
for CGH.
On March 10, the Ann Arbor News quoted James Brien,
a property manager and major organizer of CGH as stating
that they had raised "more than 55,000" so far for the campaign. He went on to say, "that is not anywhere near the
ludicrous sum of 585,000 mentioned by the Human Rights
Party."
But what he failed to mention was how much over 55,000
CGH had actually collected. By the end of February, they
had already been promised 534,630. This sum comes from
only 62 donors, with twelve giving over 51,000 each. The
biggest contributors were McKinley Associates - 57,045.
and J. Ronald Slavik - 54,450. (For a complete list, see box
on this page to find out how much your landlord paid into
the coffer!)
BREAKING THE LAW

While 535,000 is an incredible sum to be laying out in a
local campaign, it is not illegal for an individual to give
57,000. Corporate donations, to a political campaign,.however, are completely illegal. And local landlords are currently breaking the law.
Under the city's campaign finance law, any subsidized laon a series of lies and half-truths, the campaign counts on
the lack of funds by charter supporters preventing any coun- bor is defined as a contribution. If it seems your landlord is
less efficient this week, or you find the phones continually
ter attacks to the landlord claims.
Not only have the landlords provided incredible sums of tied up, it's because the staff of the rental agency is busy
money for this campaign (which will most likely be recover- stuffing letters for CGH or conducting a phone survey to
ed through major rent increases in every new lease), but the local homeowners, telling them to vote no on Amendment
rental companies have had their own staffs working full-time A. This use of staff is illegal, and the landlords know it.
These donations will never appear on any campaign finance
on CGH projects. Individual landlords have contributed
amounts up to 57,000, and if the money doesn't succeed in statement, and the chances of the current city administrabuying the electorate, plans are already underway to organ- tion actually prosecuting a landlord for breaking campaign
laws is highly unlikely.
ize a major court case against rent control if it passes.

These advertisements, from the A2 News,
are only the beginning of a $35,000 scare
campaign to defeat rent control.

Your landlord is trying to buy this election, and is using
your money to do it.
The SUN has uncovered documents which prove that the
front organization for local landlords, "Citizens for Good
Housing" (CGH), has raised over 535,000 from various rental agencies. CGH proposed a 557,000 scare campaign, coordinated by a professional advertising agency, aimed at defeating the rent control charter amendment on April 1. Based

SUN,
The SUN's response to the HRP on the
issue of "vote splitting" has been, in my
opinion, highly contradicting and politically suicidal.
It is my understanding that the HRP
doesn't want to elect Republicans to
force Democrats to accept proportional
representation. It is not an acceptable
strategy or policy. HRP is concerned with
electing HRP candidates and exposing all
the people of Ann Arbor to progressive
thought. HRP feels that proportional re
presentation is a necessary aspect of democratic government; that until proportional
representation is in effect it is not possible
for government to reflect the views of the
voting population.
It disturbs me that the SUN is pushing
the "vote splitting" issue at least as much
as the Democrats. Implicit in the idea of
vote splitting is the assumption that HRP
is not a legitimate party, that there is no
appreciable difference between HRP and
the Democrats. Anyone involved in either
party would disagree, I'm sure if the facts
are not evident enough.
It is true Republican rule in this city
(not to mention the rest of the country)
has resulted in repression of the cities progressive forces. This however shouldn't
send people running to the opportunists
for salvation. The Democratic party does
not support either charter amendments on
the ballot. Individual candidates give "qualified" support to Rent Control a device
used to bring in votes but not to actively
support the proposal. Democratic rule in
_this city (not to mention the rest of the

country) has had the same results as Republican rule. I believe HRP should work
with all progressive people regardless of
partisan alignment. This has not always
been the case, unfortunately.
The SUN suggests that HRP build a peoples movement by taking away the option
to vote for a progressive party. There are
a great many people in the 4th ward who
do not find Democrats acceptable candidates as opposed to Republicans. Is it fair
to expect them to vote for blatant opportunism and the status quo. Is this the way
to build a broad base of support? The purpose of elections is to build and acquire
the support of people so their views are
represented in government. I believe HRP
has taken the correct path by running in
all wards.
Still HRP requires the unity of progressives to be successful and to survive. I sincerely hope that the SUN will support the
revolutionary party rather than succumb
to opportunism.
In revolutionary love
William D. Wilcox
SUN,
I'm a resident of A2, and after reading
your article of Feb. 22 in the SUN I
wanted to write and say that I am in favor
of an effective HRP. To be effective it must\
be realistic about how best to reach it's
goals.
It's nice to have a newspaper around
that keeps people informed and acts as a
voice for a large segment of the population, keep up the good work.
Bud Wise

To the Editor:
I urge Ann Arbor voters to vote yes on
April 1 on both the Rent Control and the
55 Marijuana ballot proposals.
Marijuana use should be a matter of personal choice and individual decision. The
55 proposal seems to be the best way for
Ann Arbor to demonstrate that victimless
"crimes" such as these are not matters for
the police and courts to deal with. If passed
the measure will relieve our city's public
officials of trying to administer unenforceable and hypocritical marijuana prohibition
laws.
The second ballot measure, rent control,
is probably more significant in its impact
on our community. Rent in Ann Arbor is
the second highest in the entire nation and
more than half of our residents are tenants
paying these high rents.
If passed, the Ann Arbor proposal will be
the best in the nation because it is based
squarely on the principle of controlling
profits. It will avoid the problems other
communities have had which tried to implement a "price freeze" concept of control.
It is never possible to guage with exact
certainty the total effect of any new proposal that attempts to plan progressively
for the future. However, given the rental
situation and the need for action in Ann
Arbor, the potential good of the rent control proposal seems to far outweigh its possible defects.
Perry Bullard
State Representative
53rd District

The Sun has finally come out of Pisces,
which means that spring is in the air. Read
all about it in what we expect to be a
monthly astrology column on page 21. Richard Nixon is coming closer to his doom
daily, his efforts to clear his name sinking
him deeper into the mud instead:PhiI Ochs
talks about impeachment on page 17. A $5
marijuana law, rent control and the third
annual hash bash are the big stories for the
next two weeks; see page 5 and our special
Election supplement with endorsements in
the middle of this paper. The Republicans
on City Council may actually vote for an
effective anti-rape proposal. That's on page
11. Have you noticed that the streets beneath
are full of gaping pits: Page 7. The Ann Arbor SUN will be three years old on May 1.
Judge Chuck Ravitz of Detroit Recorders Court has sentenced the manager of
the meat department of a Wrigley's inner j.
city store to one day in jail for selling
*M
customers short-weighted meat. In sen- m
fencing the man, Ravitz said that he
1|
viewed the crimes of corporations more
seriously than those of individuals. Ravitz
said that the Chairman of the Board of
Wrigley may be subject to a jail sentence
as well. Ravitz was elected to his post
||
last year.
If
Speaking of elections, the City Council ia|
races and ballot proposals come up for
a vote April Fools (that's Clyde Colburn
on the cover in the medieval fool's outfit).
For those of you with children, theChildren's Community Center will be offering
a baby-sitting service on election day. Details on the service can be found exactly
to the right of this weirdo column.

VOTE!!
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Against Rent Control
A source from inside CGH said at first the landlords were
being very careful to follow the laws exactly. "But as time
goes on," the source stated, "they become more corrupt,
less principled. They're becoming more purely political,
and getting off on the dirty tricks."
The reports of dirty tricks have been growing in the past
week. Many of the incidents reported have been aimed against the HRP. From rumors of political spies, to evidence
of apartment managers removing HRP flyers from in front
of doors, and replacing them with CGH flyers, all can be
laid at the feet of landlords of Citizens for Good Housing.
Other action includes a staged letter writing campaign to
the "Ann Arbor News" by local residents knocking rent control.
But so far, the landlord campaign has been mild. The
plans for the next week and a half include another mailing,
more ads in the "Ann Arbor News," a two color flyer to be
distributed to apartment dwellers (no doubt by paid staff
again), radio spots the week before the campaign (the original budget put $5,200 for this), and a handout for outside the
polls on April 1.
Landlords have also proposed to their staff members that
they take a sick day April 1, and work at the polls. Don't
be surprised to find a landlord agent outside of every voting
place in the city.

violence from rent control supporters.
Landlord secrecy has now reached the point where few
written documents are being kept. They want as little known
about them as possible, and the Watergate cover-up seems to
have given them ideas.
In fact, after HRP crashed a landlord meeting last week,
it was agreed to keep no minutes of any future meetings.
HRP's presence prevented the landlords from meeting with
University Housing Director John Feldkamp, and the rest
of the U Housirlg staff to discuss rent control.
The landlords have not only been conspiring with University officials. A series of meetings have been held between
"Ann Arbor News" business-labor reporter, Dan McLeister,
who ran the long article March 10 detailing the CGH campaign.

6) Black markets - this is the most direct (and illegal)
threat made by landlords, making it clear they will make a
profit at any cost. However, the amendment specifically deals
with this, allowing any house-finding costs to be deducted
from actual rent.
Landlords are willing to go to any lengths to keep rents
(and profits) high in Ann Arbor. Their advertising makes it
clearer than ever that they don't care about tenants. Rent
control can pass if all the so-called "undesirable" elements
go to the polls April 1, and that is the landlords biggest worry. No amount of their money can buy this election, because we are the real majority, and they know it.
-Ellen Hoffman

WHERE CGH GETS ITS MONEY

THREATS TO RENTERS

Voting rights are not the only thing threatened by Citizens
for Good Housing. The intense media and direct mailing campaign are using a series of threats against both tenants and
homeowners if rent control passes.
If you happen to believe CGH propaganda, you know rent
control will bring abandoned buildings, a "bureaucratic monster," no profits for landlords, decreased maintenance, no new
housing, and black markets to obtain, local housing.
Of course, all the charges can be answered, because they
PSYCHEDELIC PARANOIA
are as untrue as the upcoming "creeping dopeism" campaign.
Landlords are not going to stop at the reasonable ads now A quick rundown on each claim shows:
being run in the "Ann Arbor News." The next step includes
1) Abandoned buildings - the study done in New York
linking the anti-rent control campaign to "creeping socialism" by the Commission on Living Costs and the Economy showand "creeping dopeism."
ed that rent control had no effect on abandonment, although
As a major impetus to get homeowners to the polls, CGH this is the example CGH uses.
2) "Bureaucratic monster" — its unlikely with a nine memplans to point out how lower rents in the city will encourage
ber commission directly responsible to the voters.
"undesirables" to settle in Ann Arbor. Attempts will be
3) No profits - the amendment allows a 14% profit, and
made to link rent control to the $5 marijuana fine, in the
allows rent to cover all reasonable property expenses. No
hopes of getting them both defeated.
Part of the reason for the secrecy of CGH is a real fear of landlord will go broke in^\nn Arbor.
4) Decreased maintenance - with profits linked directly
rent control supporters. Voter registration in the dorms had
them really worried over hundreds of freeks going to the polls . to maintenance, landlords are encouraged to keep up their
property. This will discourage the usual "slumlord" tactics
They envision lines of busses taking people from the Hash
which allow buildings to totally run down.
Bash to the polls. They don't want to see young people
5) No new housing - in the central city area, ZERO housflocking to vote and they will use any means they can to prevent it. Their base of power is threatened, and paranoia is in- ing has been put up in the past four years. How can it decrease
from there?
creasing to the point where they actually suspect physical
for the state university to require students to live in
University Housing. We need rent control .We need
tenant control.
On WABX FM-, Sunday, March 24 at 9pm, Ann Arbor's
own Lisa Gottlieb will host a show featuring great women
in music. Ruth Etting, Helen Morgan, Jane Fromann,
Fanny Brice, Btllie Holliday, Bette Midler, Janis Joplin,
Attention Ypsilanti readers! If all goes according to
LaVern Baker, and Dinah Washington will all be featured.
plan, hick Ypsilanti won't be known as Ypsi-tucky anyLisa's show will be heard every two weeks. ABX is also
more, for on April First Ypsi-ites can vote for $5 weed.
sponsoring its annual Kite In and Balloon Fly on Sunday,
The proposal has a goodchanceof passing, but only if
April 7 at the Scott Fountain area of Belle Isle in Detroit.
large numbers of students and other dopers turn out
Last year 50,000 turned out for the occasion on the site
in droves at the polls. If you live in Ypsi and are interested in helping to promote the ballot proposal conof the original 1967 Detroit Love In, where the Psychedelic
tact Dave Nichoison at 481-0592 or Harold at 482-3654.
Rangers were founded.
Well it's finally happened. McDonald's has become the
Music to mend the soul and fulfill the mind is happening
largest food outlet in America, outstripping the US Army, all over Southeastern Michigan. Here are some tids and
which is second. McDonald's last year sold $1.03 billion
tads meriting special attention. The Temptations >ill be
worth of "food." A recent survey also showed that 96%
in Ypsilanti April 5th. Johnny Winter & Brownsville
of American school-children can identify Ronald McStation play Cobo Hall on April 6th. J. Geils and the
Donald, placing him second behind Santa Claus.
ultra-sonic Rockets will shake, rattle and roll Crisler Arena
In court this week, Tribal Funding's attempt to reclaim
on Wednesday, April 10th. Gladys Knight and the Pips
the $16,000 Council Republicans stole from a fund inwith the Persuasions hit Crisler April 18th in yet another
tended for the recreation of a People's Ballroom is gainUAC Daystar presentation. Big doins' in Toledo -- the
ing ground. Judge Patrick Conlin has ruled that Clyde
Blues Extravaganza at the Sports Arena will host Muddy
Colburn must give a sworn statement to the Tribal
Waters, Buddy Guy & Junior Wells, Hound Dog Taylor,
a.ttornies. The City Attorney had asked that the stateBoBo-Jenkins & One String Sam on April 5th. Dr. John
ment-giving be delayed until after the election, obviously
& Captain Beefheart play the same arena April 19th, once
to keep the issue cooled out and quiet. Conlin will rule
again with the Rockets. Back to Detroit jams - genius
pianist McCoy Tyner plays the Strata Concert Gallery at
on the city's motion to dismiss the case on March 27th
at the County Building.
46 Sclden April 5th and 6th.
It "gets pretty funky behind the sceens in the Music Hi/.
A major state-wide anti-rape conference will be held in
Ann Arbor March 23 at the unlikely scene of the American A while back Grand Funk Railroad broke away from their
Legion Hall, 1035 S.Main. See the article on page 10 or call manager Terry Knight, who responded by filing a multimillion dollar lawsuit against the band. Soon more suits
the Women's Crisis Center, 761-Wise. for details.
and counter-suits were filed. Well a settlement in the case
There is a new bus line that will be running between
has finally been reached. Terry gets to keep the band's taxAnn Arbor and YPsilanti going down Washtenaw. For
break oil wells and Grand Funk gets to keep its name.
the exact route, call the Transportation Authority at
In upcoming issues of the SUN we will be featuring
665-7701. Seattle, Washington has taken a tip from
interviews with Jr. Walker, Koko Taylor, the late John
socialist Cuba and instituted a free bus system for their
entire downtown area.
Coltrane, J. Geils and Charlie Haden. If you have any
The University has announced that it will raise dorm
suggestions or comments on our musical coverage, please
rates by 8%. In 1969 students were paying 51,000 average
drop a line this way.
in dorm rentals for 2 semesters. In 1972 students payed*
Special Bonus to Streetsalespeople; Sell 100 SUNS
S1300, and next year they will be paying at least S1400.
and Get a Free Album. See the back cover for details.
Students in South Dakota recently won a decision from
There wasn't much room for this column this week,
their State Supreme Court that said it was unconstitutional^ but SUNSPOTS will return-on Friday, April 5th.

Brauer Investments
55
Stanley J. Krajewski
30
George C. Hanseiman
25
Mr. & Mrs. Neil Snook 300
Clifford J. Morris
25
Basil W. Wentworth
20
Montgomery Merryman 200
William Rogcrs-Markeson
&Zahn
10
Clarence G. Markeson
15
LeoT. Zahn
15
William Rogers (personal) 15
Neil Internationa) House 400
Andrew Gillies
5
Alf E. Shanklen
25
David Welch
10
Esther Smith Niles
25
Garden Town Houses
50
Edward Klepac
!5
; Swisher Realty
160
; Arnold B. Proehl
45
; Harold D. Peters
70
; Shore View Apartments 640
Wilson White
1155
< Nob Hill
1900
! Slavik
4450
! Manchester Properties
1 80
! Ann Arbor Trust
1340
I Albert & Lauria Bethke
25
[ University Towers
1200
; Island Drive ApartmentslOOO
I Post Realty
275
Maynard House
175

John E. She (Swisher)
50
100
John E. She (Swisher)
7045
McKinley Associates
1500
Tower Plaza
5
Greenough
Ungei
105
Ciata
15
20
Ohai
A.T.W. Hewitt
310
Maize & Blue Management
835
Calswell
110
365
Trony
Frey
15
Pheasant Run Apartments
640
Campus Management 1000
Meadowbrook Insurance 100
420
Broadview
800 Fuller
210
640
Highlands
Post Realty
450
Arbor Hills
420
Standard Realty
1800
1500
Village Green
Board of Realtors
1000
Hidden Valley
400
Heritage
140
Oak Terrace
40
Arbor Village
500
Island Drive Apartments 740
Proctor, Homer.
Warren. Inc.
300
.""

LECTION

+$ 34,630

* The Children's Community Center, 317 N. Seventh (across from
West Park) will offer FREE Childcare on Monday, April 1st, Election Day, from 9AM-8PM, to encourage working citizens to vote.
*Also on Election Day, to celebrate the Week of the Young Child
there will be an open house and bake sale at the CCC. Everyone
is invited!
*Friday, March 29 there will be a "Share and Childcare" Bucket
Drive. Call Skip at Project Community (763-3548) in the afternoons for more info.
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Don't let the $5 fine go up in smoke....

VOTE

On the Reefer Referendum
Monday April 1!

Paid for by the Concerned Cannabis Consumers of Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA

VOTE!!
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Bring\burStash
to theHashBash

One of the season's grand events is upon us.
The Third Annual Great Spring Hash Bash is unofficially
scheduled to swamp the U of M diag with thousands of THC
aficionados on Monday, April Fool's Day.
And by cosmic coincidence, that very same day is the city
election, which this year offers Ann Arborites the chance to
vote in the $5 parking ticket law for sale and possession of
the sacramental marijuana herb.
Concerned cannabis consumers from all over the region
have been looking forward to the bash ever since last April's
smoky success, when five thousand people openly violated
antiquity and State Representative Perry Bullard blew dope
in the'face of outraged television cameras.
Hundreds of pounds of primo Afghanistan, dark red Colombian, ripe Jamaican buds and Lebanese Hashish oil have
been stockpiled over the winter in preparation for Monday's
festivities.
Also in preparation is a shuttle service to take day-trippers
from the diag to the polls. For if 16,000 people pull the yes
lever on April first, Ann Arbor will once again reclaim its
title as the 55 dope capital of the Midwest.
The S5 weed ballot proposal has an excellent chance of
passing. No major smear propaganda campaign from the alcoholic opposition has been mounted, and it is expected
that a majority of the local citizenry may throw their support to reality this year. The critical factor is building enough
excitement and attracting enough attention to the proposal .
to bring out a high percentage of the city's voters.
In terms of attracting attention, the hash bash is the ballot
proposal's perfect corollary.
If you have a car, bring it to the diag April First. Then
pack your vehicle with poll-goers and make a brief visit to
that hallmark of American participatory hypocrisy, the voting booth. It won't take long, and the diag festivities will
still be in progress when you've finished. (For more details
on how the law will work and its chances of being upheld
in the courts, see the centerfold of the last SUN).

Krasny's Krusaders
Always on the alert to protect citizens and their sacramental rites, the SUN contacted the Chief local enforcer of law
'n' order to uncover his plans for dealing with the lawbreaking multitude.
When asked about the bash, Police Chief Walter Krasny to
told the SUN "Well, this is the first I've heard of it'. At this
point, 1 don't plan to do anything. But we'll have to take a

look and see what happens and then make
a determination whether we do anything or not."
"These people are gambling with society, hoping that the
cops won't bust them," explained the Chief. "That's about
what it amounts to. We're probably more interested in crowd
control. If things don't get too out of hand, you know, fights
and all that kind of stuff, I usually won't get too excited
about it."
Last year Krasny's Krusaders were present to the tune of
2 obviously undercover observers.
Sheriff Fred Postill, who has directed his department to
enforce marijuana laws as their lowest priority, didn't meddle at all in last year's event. Chances are the Washtenaw
County boys will keep their distance once again this time
around.
So unless the mad dog state police show up with bruised
egos, it's most likely that diag cruisers can expect to be rela
lively safe and secure on April Fools Day. Smoke dope.
Then Vote!_________

City Council Briefs
^

Lesbians Confront City
"You have ignored us by reading newspapers or even
leaving the room entirely," said G.A.W.K. member Susan
Sherman to Council Republicans. "You have collectively,
yawned."
Once again on Monday, March 18, Council Republicans
were confronted by members of Gay Awareness Women's
Kollective who have filed charges of discrimination against
the Rubaiyat. Ringing the Council chambers, arms linked
in unity, GAWK members and supporters returned to remind the city of its responsibility to enforce the Human
Rights ordinance. Stating this time, they were there
in the spirit of "non-violence and liberty," GAWK reminded the Council that gay people were everywhere and could
not be ignored.
Jackie Bailey and Rachel Kamal both spoke to Council,
detailing the discriminatory actions of Rubaiyat owner
Greg Fenerli against the lesbians. He continually discouraged the women from dancing together, and at one point
even physically separated two women. On another occassion, he turned on the lights after one song to discourage
the women from staying. The women have charged Fenerli with violating their rights under the section of the
Human Rights ordinance which prohibits discrimination
on the basis of sexual preference.
Human Rights Director James Slaughter and the Human
Rights Commission have both urged the prosecution of
this case, but City Attorney Edwin Pear has refused on the
basis that he does not have enough evidence. Council Republicans have been unwilling to force Pear into court, and
seem unwilling to deal with the issue.
The women have filed a series of affidavits against Fenerli, and have stated they will continue to maintain pres-

sure on Council for action.
"By your actions," said Sherman, "you have stated
that you will protect those who discriminate against gay
people."

Krasny OnThe Carpet

SUNWORKERS

Inaction by Council and city officials on the complaints
against the Rubaiyat brought action by the HRP. Because
both City Attorney Edwin Pear and Police Chief Walter
Krasny have refused to enforce the city's Human Rights
ordinance, Council members Jerry DeGrieck and Nancy
Wechsler brought in a resolution to fire them for not doing
their jobs.
When Stephenson refused to put the resolution on the
agenda, the HRP Council members succeeded in introducing it as an amendment to a sewer resolution.
As could be expected, Council Republicans doused the
proposal, with Stephenson claiming it reeked of "the worst
kind of McCarthyism." Democrats Norris Thomas and
Carol Jones also refused to support the proposal. Jones
stated that Krasny and Pear were only doing their job in
following out the priorities set by the Republican Council
majority. She expressed concern with the two being replaced by people "significantly worse."
"Look at the outcome of your actions, "Carol told HRP,
"I don't believe in taking token actions which can't have
positive results." Carol added that the only solution to effective control of city officials lies in the election of a progressive Council majority.
"If we waited for a majority who would put in a good
chief of police," countered Wechsler, "we would be waiting a long time."
The resolution was defeated 9-2, and Krasny and Pear
will probably be around for at least another year.
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Million Dollar Pools ?
Did you know that Ann Arbor is planning to build a new
swimming pool and covered ice rink for a mere cost of
SI ,500,000? And how about a golf course in the southwest
part of the city for another $500,000?
Last week, the Republican majority on City Council
passed a resolution approving a document known as the "
Capital Improvement Budget and Program. This is a fiveyear plan for major building and development of roads, parks,
municipal structures (like the airport and parking structures),
sidewalks and sewers. While the approval of the CIB-P does
not actually allocate any money for the individual projects,
it does set directions for future budget planning and allows
the city administration to put energy into the projects listed.
The CIB-P contains 48 pages of projects, some of which
have already been overwhelmingly opposed by city residents.
For example, voters last year turned down funding for a
Packard-Beakes bypass, a plan which would have put a
semi-expressway through the downtown and model cities
areas of the town. But despite its defeat at the polls, the idea
is still kicking around City Hall. The city continues to hold
large amounts of property which were originally purchased
to construct the road, and the plan appears once again in the
CIB-P in the form of the Main Street by-pass. Voter disapproval has had no effect on the city administration's plans,
except to stall them for the moment.
And then there's the widening of State Street, a popular
subject among business interests supporting Briarwood and
other development in that area of the city. However, the

These guys are primarily businessmen, and are totally
idea has not had much popular support. Under the plan,
freaked out by the city's debts. Additionally they have
State Street would be widened to four-lanes coming into
been
told that there will be no revenue sharing money
the city, but somewhere around Packard would suddenly
in the budget this fall. They have made it clear, that when
bottleneck into two lanes. Republicans have spent the past
the crunch comes, social services will take it in the ear.
year seeking funding for a "bigger, better" road, but as yet
As Republican Councilman Richard Hadler put it, "Somethe money has not materialized. Just so it won't be forgotthing's got to give," and therefore, "the social services
ten, it's a major recomendation in the CIB-P, all for a cost
of 3>2,962,000. And approval of theCIP-B means City Hall will get a hard look." They have already illegally voted
can keep working on it, while hopefully the citizens will for- to cancel a contract with Tribal Funding, and stopped
payment of funds allocated to reestablish a People's Ballget it.
room
and Community Center which burned in DecemThose are just a few of the projects which this document
ber 1972. Tribal Funding's subsequent suit against the
contains. Of course, it's not easy to get excited about new
roads or airport expansion, except for the fact that Ann Ar- city is still pending in the courts.
The question is, if Council does withdraw funds from
bor is now comitted to continuing work on these projects
these
programs, what will happen? Overall, it will mean
which will ultimately cost the taxpayer millions of dollars.
the curtailment of services.
And at the same time, the Republicans are telling residents
Day Care centers may be the hardest'hit. Without city
that there is no money for child care, or other human sermoney many will close up. Others will be forced to raise
vice programs.
rates to a point where the people who need them the
Democratic Council members Carol Jones and Norris
most will not be able to use them. Elaine Rubin of the
Thomas introduced a series of amendments to the CIB-P
Child Care Action Center says there is "a strong possibilibut the Republicans chose to rush through the plan itself

The Republican majority on City Council has passed a plan to build a new swimming pool and covered ice rink for a mere cost of $1,500,000. And a golf course
in the southwest part of town for another $500,000. Meanwhile, the city is 1.4
million dollars in debt, so the Republicans are threatening to cut off all funding for
social service programs, while granting more funds to the police. And the city's
streets are falling apart with gaping and neglected potholes.
while sending the amendments to staff for at least 30 days
(until after the election, of course.) The amendments aimed
at eliminating some of the projects which have no citizen
support, or improve upper-class neighborhoods at the expense of the whole city.
But at present, the Republicans have approved the CIB-P,
which means the City Administrator will be including its
recommendations in the budget for 74-7S/, which will be released in April for Council approval. And the Republicandominated priorities set by the plan may mean more golf
courses and swimming pools for the next few years right into 1980.
-Ellen Hoffman

Social Service Rip-Off

iearth

There is a growing concern in the city these days about
the fate of Ann Arbor's Human Resource programs. The
city is having money troubles as usual. The present city
deficit is about 1.4 million dollars, and the pursestrings
are now tightly held by Seven Little Republicans on the
City Council, who's best idea of a Human Resource program seems to be the Ann Arbor Police Dept.
According to City Administrative Secretary Mike Rodgers, the Human Resource programs were made possible
last year by "Post-Budget money." This was in the form
of revenue sharing funds and other "projected funds"
(money the city thinks they're going to get, but haven't
actually received). Unfortunately the "Projected Funds"
never materialized. To maintain the Human Resource
programs, the city was forced to use some of their Deficit Reduction allocations. That is money earmarked for
paying of the city's debts. They will continue to do so
until the end of June, when Council votes on a new budget. What happens after that depends on Council.
At present, the Republicans on Council hold a majority.

aOBE, LIBERTY
Ann Arbor
662-0757

IF UNPLANNED PREGNANCY IS A PROBLEM

WE CAN HELP YOU
• complete patient privacy
• warm
comfortable atmosphere
• qualified physicians and personnel

Unlike any shoe available
Experience new comfort in walking.

OPEN SUNDAYS 3-5

1974

Your Health Is Our Primary Concern
HOPE CLINIC

.313) 835-0070

ty that we're going to have to close." Lucille Tueson of
the Ann Arbor Child Care and Development says they
will eventually have to close. "It is a matter of supporting day care, or the mothers going back on welfare."
According to Joey Swartz from Ozone House, cuts in
city funding would mean cuts in staff positions and a decrease in services and effectiveness in general. Ozone
House is part of the Community Center Coordinating
Council, which receives money from the city to house
Ozone, Drug Help, Community Switchboard, and the
Creative Arts Workshop.
Places like Octagon House (a local drug rehabilitation
center) have a bit of a different problem- Most of their
money comes from the Federal and State government.
But it is match money. This means that they get a small
amount of money on a local level-the city or countywhich is matched by the State. Some of the State money
is again matched by the Feds. The match rate is 3:1 now,
and $25,000 on the local level blossoms into $300,000
for Octagon in the end. According to Matt Lampe, cutting of city funds could mean the loss of about $75,000
for Octagon and would "clearly hurt." He added however, that they had already received the match necessary
for the State and Federal funding for this year, and a city
cut probably would not be felt till next year.
There too, is another factor at work causing grief. Several places, Community Switchboard, Creative Arts, and
Black Caucus Against Drugs have been funded for the
last three years by a Federal Educational Grant which expires this year. These projects may have to be taken in
under the wing of other organizations like Ozone if they
are to survive.
But not everybody is going to get their money cut. The
city police department is going to get more money this
year. Even though both the HRP and Democratic Council members insist they already get more than they need.
Social Services in Ann Arbor have impeccable track rekcords and the people of this city cannot af^ford to lose them. City Administration
seems to feel that there will be some money available and when things get
down to the real nitty-gritty, Coun( cil may be a little more merciful.
However, in view of the
Council's track record,
seems unrealistic.

A2School of Creative Music
Private instruction on all instrumentsjazz and classical techniques-modern
theory and harmony-composition-Weekly jazz workshop-artistic spiritual guidance. For interview appointment call
Prof Cnrtk 66

VOTE!!
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One thing is that the new budget goes to Council after
the next election and the loss of even one Republican
seat could give everyone a better bargaining position, especially since it takes 7 votes to pass contracts.
But these organizations cannot afford to wait and see
what happens. Most of them are already looking for alternative funding. The Day Care centers are trying for
State, and United Fund. Ozone has been officially recognized by the State as a worthwhile thing and may someday even get some cash for it. But they can't count on it.
They're getting ready to scale down. Places like Octagon
will have to beef up the locall match or get a more favorable ratio. They are working on it. They are investigating
possibilities with the county and other local townships.
Additionally they are bargaining with the State.
Most of these places will survive, in one form or another.
The loss will be in effectiveness. It will be in the number
of people served, and the quality of that service. But the
loss will not be to these organizations, or even City Council. It will be to the people of Ann Arbor.
-Michael Cheeseman

general wear and tear, weather conditions, excessive loading, come along, flip the pieces out, and eureka, potholes!
John Millspaugh, the Superintendent of the Public Works
high traffic volume, and road salting are some others. Some
of these things, you obviously can't do anything about. But
Street Division says that road salting can increase this probsome, you can, and this is where the city's neglect really
lem.
shows through.
The problem of excessive loading is especially critical duAccording to the Public Works Head, Frederick Mammel,
ring the spring when the roads are already weakened by the
the average life of a road is about ten to fifteen years. After
freezing and thawing. These conditions combined with the
that, if nothing is done, it just kind of wears away, like an
general quality of city street construction cause a lot of trouold pair of shoes.
ble. Yet Ann Arbor has no weight restrictions on it's streets
Mammel suggests that one solution to this problem would
and roads. I tried to find out why. The only answer I got
be a good systematic program of road surfacing, Ann Arbor
was that nobody ever thought of it.
does not have such a program. Presently we wait till someMillspaugh feels that the trucks are a problem. A good exthing breaks, and then try to fix or replace it. A resurfacing
ample he used was Ellsworth road, which was once mainprogram, Mammel feels, would prolong the life of the roads
tained by the county and subject to county weight restricand save the taxpayers money in the long run.
tions. It has since fallen into the city's hands and the resultMammel says the weather problem was much more severe ing increase in heavy truck traffic has caused a considerable
this year. According to the Michigan State Highway Departincrease in road damage.
ment Laboratory, our streets are especially susceptible to
The problem is a similar one all over town where trucks
this problem because of their poor construction. Most of
laden with drywall, gravel and other goodies rumble and
the state highways are constructed so that this is not nearly
rip where they please. Millspaugh said that he felt weight reas bad a problem.
strictions would definitely help the situation. He added that
What happens, basically, is that water gets beneath the
he felt the criteria for such restrictions might be difficult to
pavement and freezes. When you have a mild wet winter like establish.
the one we just had, it keeps thawing and refreezing and
Such a thing would take an effort on behalf of City Counweaking the base beneath the pavement. This is why the
cil, it could be done. Many cities have such ordinances.
The streets and roads in Ann Arbor are in terrible shape.
base is important. If you have a good base it can withstand
The county has weight restrictions, and for good reason...
It's a no-person's land where yawning potholes and pieces
of pavement loom up everywhere to trap and cripple the un- this freezing and thawing. If you have a poor base, or no base they build their roads as poorly as we do.
-Michael Cheeseman
suspecting motorist. It looks like hell, while cars shake, rat-* at all it gives away and leaves
the pavement above untie, and roll all over town till they simply fall apart.
supported. The weight
The byword for street construction and maintenance in
of
traffic above eventuthis town seems to be sheer neglect. The roads are badly built
ally causes the pavement
in the first place and little is done for them after that until
to settle into the pockets
»••
they fall apart.
Many roads in Ann Arbor are merely a strip of asphalt lail left by the receding base.
over whatever is already there. Often what is already there is When the settling pieces
break up, the cars and
dirt or an old brick street. Dirt is an incredibly bad base fo
trucks
a road, and nothing will adhere to bricks.
There are better ways of building roads
than this, but the city is obviously more
concerned with the amount of roads they
build rather than the quality.
After the city builds these lousy roads,
they do nothing to take care of them. There
are means for prolonging the life of roads.
Means which can actually save money over
simple patchwork. At this time, however,
the city has no systematic program of
preventative maintenance or any kind
of weight ordinance. Nor apparently
has it even considered these measures.
Everyone knows that the streets
are in bad shape, but few have considered how much it's costing in
I
terms of wear on their automobiles.
1
According to the front-end man out
V
at Zahn's Auto Repair, the most com- ^
mon pothole problem is rim damage. Apparently there are some holes big enough to
actually bend the rims on your car. Even if
the tire is left intact, the rim replacement
alone could cost twenty dollars. In some
instances, he said, the victim had lost a
front and rear rim at the same time. That
kind of impact is bound to shake other
things loose on a car. Additionally, the
constant bump and grind increases suspension wear considerably. Ball joints,
idler arms go out quicker. Wheel alignments are needed more often. If you don't
get them, your tires wear out amazingly
fast and your gas mileage goes down.
There is also the interesting possibility
that the city may actually be legally liable
for such damage. No one has brought
them to court yet, but I've talked to a
v!)
couple of people who are seriously considering it.
There are many causes of road deteriora
ANN ARBOR
101 NORTH FOREST WE ALSO DELIVER
tion. The initial construction is an impor
kwilliuLUBi
tant factor. Age, combined with
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Tools For Sane Survival
"problem" stage. Quite the contrary-the worst is yet to
come. Estimates of the number of years remaining before
fossil fuels supplies have been exhausted range from 150 to
15 years, if present rates of consumption continue. As fossil fuel supplies are depleted, they will become scarcer and
harder to find. Increasing amounts of energy will have to
be expended for the exploration, mining and transport of
the remaining supplies. Our energy expenditure for discovering and mining more fossil fuel energy is going to increase
at an accelerated rate. We will soon reach, if we haven't already, the point of diminishing returns--we will be consuming more energy than we are finding. Very soon the foundation of our social/ economic system (a concentrated
energy source), which is already beginning to crumble, will
collapse. The trends of a fossil-fuel based economy (or as
Graham Caine puts it, Kamazaki Kapitalism) lead only to
self-destruction. Our means of survival have become our
means of oblivion.
POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS

mis and'uninformed about solar energy-what they are and
how they work. Not many people have advertising budgets
as large as the oil companies.
WHAT WE ARE TOLD

O

nly nuclear technology will be able to meet our increasing energy needs in the future.
Alternative sources of energy (sun, wind, "wastes") are
economically unfeasible to apply relative to fossil fuel sources.
Proposals for the development of alternative technologies
ace "exotic" and "unrealistic."
Solar energy will probably not be developed at all.
Solar and wind power will never become more
than supplementary to other technologies for harnessing usable energy.
There are insurmountable problems in storing solar energy
for cloudy days and wind energy on calm days.
Scientists and engineers don't yet know enough to practically apply solar energy.

W

"This is the fire that will help the generations to
'
come, if they use it in a sacred manner. But if they
do not use it well, the fire will hare the power to
do them great harm. " -Sioux Indian

A

t a recent news conference, Richard Nixon announced
that the current "energy shortage" (i.e. scarcity of fossil
fuels), is no longer an "energy crisis" but an "energy problem." This statement implies that he no longer sees the situation as an immediate threat to human survival and well-being, but as the cause of a few minor, temp9rary problems,
such as waiting in longer lines to pay higher prices for less
gasoline.
Considering all available sources of energy, the statement
that there still exists a problem is rather absurd. Nixon has
taken a blind and narrow problem-solving approach. It is
not so much a scarcity of energy as our myopic economic,
political, and technological ideologies that are at the root of _
the crisis. Widening our perspective, we can see that even the
problem no longer exists for we have already arrived at its
solution. One needs only to open his/her eyes to see there
is no "energy shortage"-plants still grow, rivers still flow,
and winds still blow. Nixon obviously never questions the
single source of all this energy, nor if it can ever be utilized.
Unless he does so (and I don't expect that he ever will), the
multi-national corporations will continue their explorations
and mining of fossil fuel supplies under ever more lenient
environmental protection laws and standards, resulting in
further concentration of power and wealth for them, and
environmental degradation economic collapse and social injustice for us.
Considering only fossil fuel energy sources, Nixon's statement is far from the truth. The fact which the corporate
state (which shares Nixon's singleminded approach) fails to
recognize is that there is a limited supply of fossil fuels on
fhis planet. We are not passing from a "crisis" stage to a

HAMMOCKS - double: S30.
single: S15.
CLOTHES & BLANKETS - new

shipment of blankets just arrived.
open: 12-8 Mondays - Saturdays

314 E. Liberty
668-9463
=="="="="=''="="="="a="=»i=ira=ii

hether anyone recognizes it or not, change is necessary
for survival. Soon we must shift our dependencies from
fossil fuels to other sources of energy. There appears to be
two possible, yet drastically different, immediate directions:
nuclear and solar energy.
Nuclear energy advocates are heard from often, always
claiming that the development of nuclear technology is the
only way we will be able to meet our ever-increasing energy
demands in the future, never questioning whether or not we
should change our lifestyle and consumption habits, not
whether there is a limited supply of energy and raw materials needed to design, construct and operate nuclear power
plants. Even after granting nuclear technicians the benefit
of the doubt by assuming that nuclear technology is as safe
as solar technology (a rather dubious assumption).
Nuclear technology, representing the ultimate in the drive
toward the conquest and quantification of nature, will intensify the trends already happening today-environmental degradation, centralization of power, profit by the few at the
expense of the many, definition of an individual's needs in
terms of the mass, and understanding of the energy-harnessing technology (our means of survival) by only a few highly specialized technicians trained by the corporate.state that
controls the energy source. These are the characteristics of
a society/environment dependent upon nuclear technology.
Is this the price we are willing to pay for the control of such
concentrated energy? The old dream that has tempted people from the beginning, the medieval legend of the man who
sells his soul for omnipotent power, which recurs throughout all changes in civilizations, is perhaps in the process of
being realized and not for a single man but for all. We never
ask ourselves what price we will have to pay for such power.
This is the question we ought to be asking.
The myopic vision of nuclear scientists and engineers prevents them from observing the fact that there is a beautiful
fusion reaction taking place every instant at a safe 93 million miles away, in the sun. Why we need to expend vast
amounts of energy to create the billion-degree temperatures
necessary for a fusion reactor when it is already being done
at no social, envoronmental or economic cost, is hard to understand. Yet nuclear scientists and engineers probably enjoy the sunset as much as everyone else. I've never heard
anyone complain about sunshine.
While Exxon and Shell continue to mine uranium for present and projected nuclear power plants, and advertise their
policies through the media, the people are being constantly

WHAT WE ARE NOT TOLD

I

n 1969, the total electric energy consumed in the U.S.
could have been supplied by the solar energy incident on
0.14% of the U.S. land area, based on the U.S. average solar
incidence and assuming a 10% conversion efficiency.
From sea-thermal energy alone, the total annual energy
production could exceed the projected total' U.S. energy demands for the year 2000.
NASA estimated that in twenty years a major development
in wind power could result in a yeild of electricity equal to
the total U.S. electrical demand in 1970.
Methane conversion from the decomposition of human
and animal wastes for use as fuel for heating, cooking, and
running engines was developed in many countries at the
turn of the century.
The alternative technologies have already been developed
and put to practical use many years ago-near Washington,
D.C., Harry Thompson has built solar houses since 1959,
all of which get most of their energy for heating and cooling
from the sun; in Gainesville, Florida, Erich Farber has been
building solar houses and equipment (refrigerators, cookers,
ovens, engines) for almost twenty years; near Alburquerque,
N.M., Steve Baer has been living in his solar heated home
for two years and Bob Reines has built a home powered solely by wind and solar power; thirty years ago, a wind generator in Rutland, Vt. was producing 1250 kilowatts of electricity, enough to light a small town.
The fact is that solar, wind and methane alternatives do
work and have worked for years. These alternative technologies are easy to understand, relatively simple to build and
are derived from free, renewable, clean non-pollutant sources
of energy. The materials needed to build these technologies
are readily available. There are no technical barriers nor any
major new technological developments necessary in applying the alternatives on a large scale. All that is needed is the
awareness of the facts and the committment to get it done.
It may be true that scientists and engineers do not yet know
enough to practically apply solar technologies but the people
do!
(What is being done currently with alternative energy
source? Watch for the next issue of the SUN for the second
part of this article, which features examples of solar houses
and making fuel from garbage.)
-Richard MacMath
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Schedule
for tlie
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f^^ff^^ ^ ^.you've been
A
^^P
..dipping your news^^^^J
paper apart every morn^^^
ing looking for a schedule?
You sit by the radio all day
waiting for some kind of word?
You're finally beginning to suspect
your postman of maliciously withholdyfIng your mail? Pull yourself together, you:<
;V paranoid wierdo! Just because you haven'J;
beeri able to get a Future Worlds Conference /
Festival program guide doesn't mean there's a con
spiracy against you. It's just that no one has put a
ichedule together. Until now. So stop worrying.
'irst of all, let it be known that the Conference/Festival
^'will flower on Friday, March 29 and fold itself up on the
if evening of March 31 (that's on a Sunday). Don't let THE
FUTURE come down on your head like a bowling ball propped on top of your door be ready for it! Come hear and
: see what it might be like. An official schedule will be availabl
/by Thursday the 21st at the Future Worlds office on the second
£' floor of the Michigan Union. But just so you can plan ahead, a
partial listing of events is presented below.

March 29

^^

1 PM "Futuristic Concepts (new starting points)" workshop led by Jo

Holzman. Phd., Center for Research on Learning and Teaching.
An "Energy Crisis" panel in Rackham Auditorium, which will include
, representatives from KMS-Fusion, AFC, Sierra Club. FPA, Sunoco.
2:30 ^Future Issues in Medicine" discussion with staff of U Medical Center.
PM
Some of the topics: genetic control, elective death, human experimentation, behavior control. Towsley Auditorium (at the Med Center).
3 PM Holography exhibit and lecture. Dr. Emmet Leith. professor of electrical
engineering and one of the original developers of holography. Physics and Astronomy, Room 170.
\ 3PM "Thinking about the Future? Aging is for Everyone!" films and discussion ted by staff of Milieu Therapy section of Institute of Gerontology.
4PM ' "Atborvitae" an organizational meeting for all those interested in planning
f % and colonizing a new community in Washtenaw County dedicated to the nurture of the creative life. Dr. Richard Ahern, city planner, will attend.
3PM "The development of physiology and consciousness through Transcendental Meditation.'' June Miller, teacher ot TM and the Science of Creative
Intelligence, Modern Languages Building, Room 1.
PM

March 30
12
"Clothing of the year 2000" (or "HalloweenThlHarc'h") futuristlclashion
Noon show with prizes for "best" efforts, on the Diag. If the heavens frown, we'll
takeover the Fishbowl.
1 <&^2 "Reflections in a Distorting Mirror" discussion on aging. Dr. Charles
\ PM
Wylie and Dr. James O. Carpenter, professors at School of Public Health.
I 1 4?3 Demonstration of a wind power generator and a solar plate collec\ PM
tor. These represent the energy technologies of the future-make yourself
1
aware. Building Technology Laboratory is where they'll be.

Hemp grows best in your
own front yard

3 PM "The Future of Music and Recordings" Wii<; Uam Bolcom, professor at School of Music. You

-. '*' will find this one in the Pendleton Room of the
Michigan Union.
4 PM "What ever happened to Betty?" workshop on
life in the new family. Patricia and Ron Efron, tutors from Thomas Jefferson College of Grand Valley State. Office of Ethics and Religion, 3rd floor,
Michigan Union. ,
' *

^t

fc Al»' ^

VOTE YES on APRIL 1st
Help it grow!
(we sell clay pots, soil, and
___ organic fertilizer) ___

*

6PM "Belief Systems offhe Future" Dr. John R. Plait,

assistant director of Mental Health Research Institute,
author of "The Step to Man." Schorling Auditorium in
the school of I ducation.
-8 PM Lecture and performance of electronic music. Ter"ry Kincaid and Phil Mendelsohn - composers, performers
and technicians. Catch them at Rackham Auditorium.

At various times
throughout the day: "Conference Calls" somebody you'd

like to talk to (celebs, non-celebs)? We
will ask them to sit by the phone at a
certain time on Saturday, and then we'll
use our highly sophisticated equipment
(which sometimes works) to broadcast
their words to a roomful of interested
folks. Call ot present yourself at the
Future Worlds office (763-0046) if you
have a request.

March 31
12
"Uothirfg of (he year 2006'a>WMhionssSfSw. if ft
Noon eveT c-nded. will reconvene on the diag or in the Fishbowl.
1 PM "What ever happened to Betty?" second time around,
in the Office of F.thics and Religion on the 3rd floor of the
Michigan Union.
2 PM "Humanus" group simulation of a worldwide catastrophe.
What would you do if it DID happen hete?

ANNOUNCES

New
Hours

6am-1:30am
also,
SUNDAY'S
for breakfast Only!
668-9084
Sam-2pm

Other Stuff

baobab

There will be continuous showings of films, video-tapes, Future
Worlds lectures and various et cetera in Room 126 of the Residential College (Fast Quad).
Time and Place to Be Announced (TAP! BA).
Faculty seminar on Science. Technology and Future societies
(STAFS).

That's merely a sample, y'know. More events are
always welcome, and people are still needed to run audiovisual equipment and do other kinds of work, so don't be
shy. You can fill in the gaps in the schedule (like where
a certain happening is going to happen) by picking up
your free, official Conference/Festival program at the
office after Thursday. The program will include a map
guiding you to all the places you want to get to, and
remember that everything (no exceptions, so far) will
be free. Once again the Future Worlds office is on the
second floor of the Michigan Union, and the phone number is 763-0046. A very merry future to you.

MODERN AND TRADITIONAL I
AFRICAN ART

328 S. Main (upstairs), Ann Arbor
Tues.-Fri. 12-8/Sat. 12-5

baobab

A non-profit creative arts center
Register Now in classes beginning March 22-April 3
Hatha Yoga
Women's Self Defense
Rung Fu
T'ia Chi Ch'uan
American Graffitti
Dance
Basic Darkroom I
Bamboo Flute Making

Belly Dance
Renaissance Recorder Technique
Still Life & Product
Modern Dance
Photography
Afro-Haitian Dance
Nature Photography Psychic Awareness
Glass Blowing
Transactional Analysis
Weaving
Basic Photography
Decorative Iron Work Studio Photography
Mime '74
Photo Screen Printing
Also Darkroom Rentals

213!/2 South Main Street Ann Arbor, Midi. 48108
668-6244 or 668-6222

Hours:
1:30-9:00pm Mon.-Thur.
1:30-6:00 pm Sat.-Sun.

\ George Borgstronr
(World Nutrition Expert)
FREE-TUES., MARCH 26, 3 pm

John Lilly
(Sensitivity Training &
Porpoise Communication)
Sl.OO-TUES., APRIL 2, 2 pm

John TOQQ
(New Alchemy Group)
FREE-TUES., APRIL 9, 2 pm

AT HILL AUDITORIUM
Cal1 763-0046 for info.
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FreePeoplefeGinfc Initiates
Saturday Gynecology Session!
The Free People's Clinic believes that ongoing education
of both staff and patients is essential to our approach to
health care. The Clinic's new Saturday Gynecology Clinic
is a model of this philosophy, so rarely found in the present
health care system. The Gynecology Clinic opens at 11 am,
and focuses on all areas of human sexuality. Although it
deals primarily with gynecology, it is not restricted to women. Except for the physician, all staff at the Saturday Clinic are female. Joe Eliot, the staff gynecologist believes:
"The best teachers for women are women."
The Gynecology Clinic is extremely relaxed-an atmosphere both patients and collective members enjoy. The doctors and advocates enjoy a trusting rapport, and this casual
feeling is communicated 'to patients. Comparing the Saturday Clinic to other health facilities she has used, one patient
said that at other facilities she felt "shuffled around" and
literally "scared" of the whole gynecological exam. The Gyn
Clinic is not the typical hectic scramble for health care.
After signing in with the receptionist, and maybe choosing an apple or a cup of coffee, the patient is introduced to
an advocate who reviews her medical history, and answers
her questions about the Free Clinic and about her body. Together, the patient and the advocate proceed to the lab,
where routine tests are performed, like blood pressure, and
blood count. Everything is explained to the patient who is
free to participate in the running of the tests. Then the patient is seen by the doctor still in the company of the advocate. In this way, the Clinic treats approximately eight pa- tients per Saturday. The patients may have been referred to
the Gyn Clinic from one of the regular Monday thru Wednesday Free Clinic sessions, or from Planned Parenthood's
Express Teen Clinic, or from just hearing about it.
Commenting on the Gyn Clinic, Kathy Biersack says,
"I've felt a lot of positive response from both patients and
collective members." Peggy, another collective member, relates her excitement while munching on a home-made cheese
sandwich provided by Joe Eliot. "This clinic represents what
we spend a lot of time talking about at Sunday Night (regular clinic) Meetings, namely, collectivity. When we come to
work, we plan on spending our whole Saturday here. This
attitude makes work relaxed and pleasant."
Collectivity of the staff is vital to the Gvn Clinic. The

Clinic opens at 11 am, but the. staff arrives about an hour
early to talk to one another, share information, and set up.
After the day's patients have been seen, the staff participates
in a post-meeting where the day's events are discussed and
where people learn by sharing.
Later Peggy exclaimed, "Listen! Right now Joe is in with
a patient, lab tests are being run, every patient has been
counseled, but it's so calm. It's peaceful, yet functioning."
Joe Eliot, the staff gynecologist is also an associate professor in the Population Planning Program at the School of
Public Health, and the medical director of Planned Parenthood in Ann Arbor. A long-time Free Clinic staff member,
Joe offered his additional services to the Clinic on Saturday
and brought along a group of his students who are patient
advocate/counselors.
Harriette Barber, one of Joe's students, and a new member^
of the Clinic staff, is impressed with the Clinic's attitude of
"learn as much as you can" for both staff and patients. At
other health care facilities, Harriette has not felt satisfied
with the amount of patient-staff interaction. She expressed
great admiration for the sensitive manner in which Joe teach
es the patients and advocates about their bodies. The entire
collective agreed. In response, Joe demurred, describing himself as "just a grey-haired, bearded man trying to teach women about their bodies so they can help themselves."
The emphasis on personal sharing and educational exchange
is fundamental to the Clinic's philosophy. The role of the
doctor is demystified, and participatory health care practices are emphasi/.ed. Women cannot help but become politicized by their experience at the Gyn Clinic, because afterward, they can no longer be satisfied with condescending,
mechanized, sexist treatment. Women are brought in touch
with their bodies and that self-awareness is often a new, and
thrilling experience.
"These services are first rate," Joe says. "Women can empathize with other women. You can teach a woman a procedure, and then she can render the service better than a male
physician."
Once again, the Gynecology session of the Free People's
Clinic happens every Saturday at 11 am, upstairs at 225 E.
Liberty, near Fifth Ave.
--Free People's Clinic

Women Move to Stop Ra
Two major, state-wide conferences have focused immediate attention on the growing rape crisis, along with a
concerted campaign to help alleviate it. "The Politics of
Rape: Part I" was held on the campus of M.S.U.
Part II will meet Saturday, March 23 from 9-5:30.
at Ann Arbor's American Legion Hall, 1035 S. Main St.
Free child care will be provided, and arrangements are
being made to assist with free transportation. (See Calendar pages 22-23 for more details or call the Women's Crisis Center at 761-WISE.)
According to organizers of the conference. Rape has
become, in recent months, virtually THE focal issue of
the Women's Liberation Movement, for a great number
of reasons, among them:
.
(1) The sheer magnitude and urgency of the rape crisis
itself- Rape claims a new victim every 60 seconds.
(2) The intense emotional horror of rape cuts across all
class barriers, income brackets, racial groups, lifestyles,
political or apolitical leanings...in short, the anti-rape issue is one that all women and, in turn, all sympathetic
men, can relate to.
(3) Women are becoming increasingly aware that there
are very definite "politics of rape",.i.e., politicians have
now and always have had legislative power to help the
rape problem- more and more people are opening their
eyes and asking "Then why haven't they done so???"
Even more puzzling is "Why do they still refuse to use
their full political power to help, in light of the skyrocketing rape crisis we now face?" Rape, according to the FBI,
is multiplying presently at purely phenomenal rates, far
overtaking all other crimes of violence, including murder
and assualt, while rape convictions are actually decreasing.
There is a whole complex of reasons why, traditionally,
the law and court system lias in effect put the victim on
trial for being raped, humiliating and cross-examining females by the old morality "double-standards", while criminal rapists go unpunished. Legislators, judges, and policemen remain even today relatively insensitive to the
needs and suffering of the victims. But what women and
anti-rape supporters are expressing by way of conferences,
crisis centers, self defense, etc. is that the crisis is no long-

er avoidable. We can no longer afford not to educate and
express to legislators what's been happening every day to
more and more of our sisters.
The Anti-Rape Conference in East Lansing is directly
correlated to the fact that the very next week, progressive
anti-rape legislation was finally introduced in both the
Michigan Senate (Bill 1207) and House of Representatives (Bill 5802). At this point it is being reviewed by the
Judiciary Committee, pending final vote which could
make it part of Michigan's law statures.
This legislation is the culmination of-' many months of
legal research, proposal writing, and political persuasion
on the part of an all-volunteer group called the Michigan
« Women's Task Force on Rape. As early as the spring of
1973, the Task Force began petitioning the state legislators to review and update the Michigan rape statutes,
which-remain unchanged since 1857.
The Michigan Women's Task Force is presently urging
the public to continue to maintain the pressure that has
resulted with introduction of the anti-rape bill, to make
sure it gets carried through to become actual law. In the
words of one of the volunteers, "It would be good to educate the readers about the ever-present danger of having
a bill "killed in committee"by its enemies, that is picked
apart in committees and filibustered to death. Presently
the bill is in the hands of the State Judiciary Committeesyou can maintain the pressure by calling these committee
members to express urgent need for anti-rape legislation."
(See phone list, this page)
Keeping in mind that a tangible outcome of the East
Lansing conferencetwas the long-awaited introduction of
the Task Force's progressive anti-rape bill, Ann Arbor's
conference will similarly focus in on immediate issues.
in particular, the move to establish a local all-women anti-rape unit and a special anti-rape advisory board.(See
story this page)
The proposal for this women's anti-rape unit originated
from Ann Arbor's Women's Crisis Center, one of the conference sponsors. The proposed all-women squad would
replace the male-dominated police channel rape victims
must presently file through, which has been shown to re-

sult in unnecessary mental abuse and harassment of the
majority of victims. This conference and its follow-up
measures may provide the needed push necessary to facilitate actual establishment of the female anti-rape squad.
If possible, try to attend coming City Council meetings
to publicly express your support for the measure, and
tune in to the next issue of the SUN for "The Politics of
Rape: Part H'.'
-Jcaniie Hing

PHONE STATE LEGISLATURE FOR FREE
In the SUN*"2 we publicized a little known number by
which people can call the State Legislators in Lansing
free of charge, to express support of the anti-rape legislation. At the urging of the Michigan Women's Task Force
on Rape, we are again publishing the phone number, so
that readers can maintain the needed pressure on Qipitol
Hill to see the anti-rape bill through as actual legislation.
It was introduced in both the Senate and House at the
beginning of March, and is, at present, "in committee",
but the Task Force feels that public pressure can get it
out of committee sooner, to bring it up for voting.
Below is a list of Judiciary Committee members. To
call them, first dial 769-6505. Give the operator the last
five digits and you will be connected to that number free
of charge, for example to contact Bob Richardson at 32413.
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
Cliairman: Bob Richardson 373-2413
Jim Fleming 373-2427
Don Bishop 373-1758
Basil Brown 373-7748
Dan Cooper 373-7946
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

Chairman: Tom Guastello 373-0851
Bob Traxler 373-0851
Jackie Vaughn III 373-0844
Perry Builard 373-2577
Edgar A. Geerlings 373-3436

____

VOTE!!
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Anti-Rape Proposal
Gains Support inCouncil
Vote-splitting isn't commonly associated wkh the Republicans in this city, but
when it happened at City Council on Monday, March 18, it brought an initial victory
for an anti-rape resolution proposed by
the HRP.
By a 6-5 vote, with Stephenson and
McCormick supporting the Dems and HRP,
the resolution was scheduled for a special
session and public hearing at Council on
March 25. The proposal will be reviewed
by the City Administrator this week for
budget consideration, and will be acted on
by Council next Monday night.
The anti-rape program proposed by the
HRP consists of four basic components:
a Policy-Advisory Board, an all-female
Rape Unit, a policy designed to reduce
the incidence of rape, and recommendations to the State Legislature on changing current laws dealing with rape.
"The HRP is proposing this legislation
tonight because we are tired of the city
and members of City Council trying to
disregard the seriousness of the growing
rape problem in Ann Arbor," said Diana
Autin, female chairperson of the HRP
city committee.
The problem of rape in Ann Arbor has
been rapidly increasing, from eleven reported rapes in 1968 to forty-two in 1972, making the Ann Arbor metropolitan area first
in the state for reported incidents of rape.
But despite the number of reports, conviction rates have actually dropped from
5 out of 11 in 1968 to only 1 out of 42
in 1972. Because of society's attitudes towards rape, and the humiliation and abuse
of the rape victim, few rapists are ever
found guilty.

ing what was happening to her."
The proposal also requires the city to
pay for the required initial medical exam.
as well as any additional medical expenses
incurred as a result of the rape.
The Rape Unit is responsible for setting
up educational programs about rape and
the Unit's work, as well as working on preventative programs such as self-defense
classes for women.
Action at the State Level

The resolution contains a section which
urges the State Legislature to pass the legislation proposed by the Michigan Task
Force on Rape now before both the House
and the Senate (see story on opposite page
for more details).
"This bill would make sure that facts
concerning the past sexual behavior of the
rape victim would have no bearing on her
possible consent to the rape or her truthfulness as a witness," explained Autin.
"The bill would also eliminate the section
in the current rape law that requires women to resist "to the utmost." A victim
of rape would only have to show that
she resisted as much as was reasonable
taking into account the danger she was
in. Although we want to emphasize prevention of rape rather than punishment,
we feel that these steps are essential to
provide fair treatment of rape victims."
Playing Politics on Women's Bodies

While the HRP had been working for
the last ten months on this proposal,
with many of the suggestions coming
from the Women's Crisis Center, there
had been some opposition to introducing legislation in a partisan manner. BeHow the Law Works
cause of the Republican's traditional opWhile City Council can do little to change position to any HRP proposals, there was
State and Federal laws which allow such prac- fear that it would be defeated.
tices as allowing a woman's past sexual hisCouncil Republicans were not eager
tory to be admissible as evidence in court,
to take immediate action on the resolution.
or requiring a woman to resist totally in
While Stephenson had voiced support
order to prosecute a case, this program
at the beginning of the Council meeting,
will allow women who have been raped to
both Hadler and Benner had been quoted
be treated more humanely in Ann Arbor.
in the Michigan Daily as opposing the resThe proposal sets up a new procedure
olution.
to be used in dealing with rape victims.
The Republicans made their move when
The first step is the establishment of a
Colburn immeidately moved the resolution
Policy-Advisory Board, consisting of two
be referred to the city administrator bewomen police officers, two members apcause of the budget implications.
pointed by the Women's Crisis Center, and
Councilmember Carol Jones complainone woman from each of the three politied that this move did not guarantee that
cal parties. The Board is responsible for
any action would be taken. "It makes no
establishing programs to reduce the incicommittment on your part," she told
dence of rape, counseling City Council
Republicans. "You have done nothing
and the Police Department on matters rebut make vague promises." ,
garding rape, and appointing the female
"If you think something needs to be
head of the Anti-Rape Unit, who would
done," said Wechsler, "vote for it toalso become a member of the Board.
night."
The Anti-Rape Unit would be composBut Council Republicans seemed more
ed of six other women, hired through the
concerned about the city budget than
usual police procedures and approved by
women's safety. "The city administrathe Policy-Advisory Board. Because a
tor may have trouble with this," said Hadhigher proportion of non-white women
ler. "This city is committed to a program
are raped than white women, two memof debt repayment."
bers of the unit must be black. The Unit
But the surprise move of the evening
would be in charge of the investigation
came when both McCormick and Stephenof all rape cases, and one member is reson supported Jerry DeGrieck's suggestion
quired to be on duty at all times to deal
that the proposal be brought back to Counwith rape victims. The proposal also recil in one week for action. The proposal
quires that a Women's Crisis Center internow faces a good chance of passing, with
ventionist be called in to help protect the
the Republicans being forced to respond
victim's physical and emotional needs, and
to the pressure by women of all parties
that a woman be allowed to have anyone
in support of stronger anti-rape legislation.
with her throughout the initial questionAnd with elections only a week away, no
ing.
party can afford to alienate all the city's
"Because the Rape Unit would be comfemale voters.
posed entirely of women, " said Autin,
If you are concerned with this propo"the officers would be more understandsal, call or write to the members of Couning of and sympathetic to the trauma of
cil, particularly the Republicans. And
the rape victim and the need to ensure
come to Council on Monday, March 25,
that she suffered as little as possible from
for the public hearing to urge Council
initial questioning and confusion concernto pass this resolution.
-Ellen Hoffman
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340 S. State (upstairs)
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307 E. Grand River
East Lansing
Open 1-6PM
(517)332-0112
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Latest
Rumor

Pinching Pennies
Now that silver dimes, quarters and 50cent pieces have disappeared, the next thing
to vanish will be copper pennies.
The U.S. Treasury Department has asked
Congress to give the Department permission
to turn out aluminum pennies rather than
copper ones.
Treasury Department officials say that
copper is getting too expensive - and that
the value of copper these days is worth almost a full cent. The Treasury Department
predicts that if the price of copper continues to climb, people will hoard pennies
and even melt them down because the metal they are made of will be worth more
than the penny.
There are a lot of copper pennies around:
the Treasury Department estimates there
are 34 billion of them in circulation.
--Zodiac

Pacific News Service reports
that there is a distinct feeling among members of Oakland's
black community that Superintendent of Schools, Marcus Foster - allegedly assassinated by the Symbionese
Liberation Army was in fact the victim of a right wing plot.
Foster, a black man, was shot to death
four months ago by at least two assassins.
Shortly after the Superintendent's death
the Symbionese Liberation Army took credit for the Foster killing in a "communique" to the Oakland media.
The S.L.A. communique stated that
Foster had been "executed" because he
supported plans to place all students under computerized I.D. programs, and because he favored the stationing of armed
security guards on Oakland school campuses.
However, according to Bay area journalists with connections on the left, and according to a group of activists who split
from the S.L.A. last fall, Foster had been
marked for assassination by the S.L.A .
"last summer."
Pacific News points out if Foster was
indeed marked for assassination as long ago
as last summer, this would have been before he had publicly announced his controversial I.D. and security guard programs
for which he was allegedly slain.
Thus, some Oakland residents believe

he was selected as a target, not because
he favored additional policing of the
schools, but because his violent death
would bring about an even greater increase
in security measures on Oakland school
campuses.
Pacific News quotes Oakland resident
Vera Silverman, a leading critic of Foster's
administration, who says that his killing
will probably "just make them put police
in the schools faster."
This is why many blacks in Oakland believe that Foster might have been the victim of rightists, not leftists.
--Zodiac

The Ice Age
Cometh
Is there another Ice Age approaching
fast? Researchers with the international
Decade of Ocean Exploration report that
a very strange build-up of ice and snow in
the earth's Northern Hemisphere is apparently causing rather bizarre weather activities around the world.
The researchers, George and Helene Kukla, believe that the icy build-ups could be
responsible for a record number of tornadoes in the U.S. during the past 18 months,
for the droughts in Africa and for the new
temperature extremes in diverse parts of
the globe.
The Kuklas report that until 1971 the
amount of ice and snow on the ground at
certain times of the year remained constant. However, for the past two years,
the amounts of snow and ice have been
increasing rapidly, causing weird climate
changes.
They report that as ice gathers, the
icy masses reflect light and heat from the
earth, causing the earth to grow even colder, and more ice to form.
Before the process ends, the researchers say, the earth could be in another fullscale Ice Age a lot sooner than most
scientists predict.
--Zodiac

All POSTERS 50% Off
Some Clothing 20-40% off
10% STOREWIDE SALE
Selection of Burlap & Fabrics 40% off

215 S. State
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Working
Class Hero?
Detroit automakers have been losing business because they have been making large,
fuel-burning cars instead of economy cars.
Normally, company leaders might be
penalized for turning out the wrong kinds
of autos. But not Lynn Townsend, the
Chairman of the Board of Chrysler Corporation.
Townsend received just last year a record income of $672,000 in salaries and
bonuses. On a 40-hour week basis, this
works out to be about S330 an hour!!!
Each hour, Townsend earns more than
twice as much as the average American
does in an entire week. --Zodiac

Sino-Soviet
Holocaust?
Pacific News Service reports that the
people of China are being primed by their
leadership to meet any escalating military
threat from the Soviet Union.
Exiled Soviet writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn recently revealed the nightmarish
prospect, widely accepted in the Soviet
Union, that a Chinese-Russian atomic war
will break out - costing 60 million Soviet
lives and many times that number on the
Chinese side.
Both sides have been preparing for a
military showdown with each other since
the Sino-Soviet rift first opened in 1959.
At the present time, one-third of all the
Soviet forces are positioned along the 4500
mile Soviet-Mongolia-Chinese border.
The Supreme Soviet recently voted a new
campaign medal for service on the Chinese
frontier, an act which indicates the expectation of new military troubles. Some Warsaw pact members, specifically Polish paratroopers, are reported for the first time
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discouraged people from participating in city government
Their actions so far, since they've been in control, have reand a third party.
sulted in stunning losses for the HRP, and we believe very
The HRP has been primarily responsible for subjecting
firmly that they would surely finish off the HRP as a
this community to the present Republican control of Coun- viable political force by next April if they were allowed to
The outcome of the April 1 city elections will not only
cil because of their vote-splitting tactics. The Republicans
affect us as individuals, but also as members of a growing
remain at the head of the organization."
in turn have consolidated their strength, taking concrete
alternative community which is always subject to policies
It is now the April after next. The past leadership did
steps in their own interest but harmful to the majority
coming out of City Hall.
not step down; they did not change the basic misdirection
of people in Ann Arbor. In the eyes of many people in this
Besides the ballot issues, rent control and the $5 weed
of the party and win over tremendous support from the
community, the HRP is indirectly responsible for the trefine for which we have already voiced our support, there
people of this community. Unless1 the incorrect strategies
mendous setbacks this community has suffered at the hands and tactics put forward by the present leadership of HRP
will be five candidates elected to City Council. The Council
of a Republican-dominated Council.
(many of whom are candidates in this election) are
people have control over all city agencies, like the police
With the Republicans in control of the city, Council was
thoroughly exposed and discredited in the upcoming
department and the parks and recreation programs. They
also control millions of dollars in city revenues, which could able to repeal the $5 weed law, yet the HRP now champions election, they will certainly continue splitting votes right
into the Mayor's race in April, 1975.
the cause of weed with the $5 ballot proposal.
be spent either on child care or garbage collection, depenThis is not to say that we see no hope for a vibrant, exThe Republican-controlled Council announced it intends
ding on who wins those five seats.
panding third party. There are progressive, well-meaning
Ann Arbor's large community of progressive people can
to eliminate money needed to keep even the present, inindividuals in the HRP who, if they hope to build a viable
move to control City Hall through the polls. This can only
adequate level of social services alive - Drug Help, childalternative after this upcoming vote, will denounce, isolate
be accomplished through the existance of a strong, comcare centers, Ozone House, the Free People's Clinic and
and eliminate the incorrect strategy and tactics of the past.
munity-controlled third party committed to the goal of
others are all affected. Again, the HRP will champion the
When that happens, they will gain our overwhelming supgaining power through the electoral system. Such a party
cause of social services.
could use the resources of the city to bring about radical
port.
The Repubs have ripped off Federal Revenue Sharing
change in this community, not in ten or twenty years,
Given the present condition of the HRP and its relationship
money allocated to secure a new People's Ballroom and
but now.
Community Center, yet the HRP will be the first to say they to the community, we cannot endorse any of the present
The plan is not new. It is consistent with an overall
HRP candidates without giving a false glimmer of hope to
''support" a community center.
strategy that has been developed over the years and preThe oldest alternative institution in Ann Arbor -- the Free a community that already views the party with a cynical
sented in the pages of this newspaper. It is a strategy we
eye. To endorse any HRP candidates would be to endorse
Park Concerts -- are certainly threatened by the Republican
continue to support and have urged the current Human
the past two years of needless setbacks at the hands of the
Council; McDonald's, Burger King and the Packard Platt
Rights Party to recognize, but without success.
HRP "political scientists."
Shopping Center can all be laid at the Republican's door.
We believe the first step to develop an alternative party
If not for HRP, we would not have a Republican majority
is concentration on local elections, running primarily at
on Council. The HRP has yet to accept its responsibility
FOURTH WARD - Jamie Kenworthy - Democrat
this time in the First and Second wards, where a strong
for playing a major role in these unnecessary disasters.
Margo Nichols - HRP, Clyde William Colburn - Rep.
base of support already exists. In the April 1972 elections,
The HRP, to this very day, hopelessly clings to a strategy
HRP won a smashing victory and two seats on Council
andtactics which have been proven wrong by two years of
by relying on and mobilizing this base.
continuous defeat at the polls. In this year's race, they still
The fourth ward is the home of Republican superstar Clyde
We still maintain that the HRP must rely on this base if
mindlessly attack Democrats on the grounds that "Dems
William Colburn, the only member of the Stephenson team
it is to be a viable, radical electoral party in Ann Arbor.
and Repubs are all the same," when clearly they are not.
seeking re-election. If the progressive vote is split between
But since the April '72 elections, the HRP has been succesIn the Fourth Ward race between Republican Colburn,
the Democrat and HRP candidates, Colburn will be gracing
sful in thorougly undermining its base in the first and seDemocrat Kenworthy and HRP Nichols, a simple 100 votes
Council chambers for two more years, and will be well on
cond wards. As a result, it has lost every race it entered
or so for the HRP could throw the ward to Colburn. Ousting the way to the mayorship which he so avidly desires.
since then.
Colburn is key to eliminating Republican control over CounColburn's presence is desperately needed by Council ReBecause the HRP clings to its abstract and idealistic
cil. The HRP is once again engaging in the most dangerous
publicans to ensure the seven votes necessary to approve the
theories rather than concentrating on concrete, everyday
kind of vote-splitting,, totally disregarding practical politics. city budget contracts. Without him, Stephenson will not
issues, it maintains only a small base in the radical academic
After the crushing losses of November, 1972, the SUN
have the majority needed to maintain absolute control over
community. By focusing on the internal structure and dypleaded with the HRP:
city finances, and would probably be forced to bargain with
namics of the party rather than developing political power,
"Given the enormity of their failure and the seriousness
the other parties on budget matters.
the HRP has not only undermined their support in the
of the threat they pose to the future existence, developWe have discussed our concern over the Fourth ward in the
first and second, but they have intensified their isolation
ment and expansion of the Human Rights Party, there is
past. Under the current ward!boundary plan, this is a swingfrom the larger community.
no reason why these backward elements (now in control
ward. Neither of the major parties has a clear majority in the
They have failed to create excitement around the HRP
of the party) should not freely remove themselves from deFourth (First and Second being prime areas for Dems and
and involve larger and larger numbers of people in the
cision-making bodies within HRP, step aside and give the
HRP, Third and Fifth going traditionally Republican).
electoral process. And, finally, they've turned people off
progressive forces within the party the same opportunity
But based on vote totals from last year, the ward can be
to the electoral process as a useful tool for change, and_____ ^they've had to test out threif theori.es .iiiacUia} practice. .... ....- .*-- ..,. . A ... _ ., v. •„... ..
.....
conti nued OP page D

Ihe following is the 1974 electoral position of the SUN
Editorial Board.
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City Council Candidate Statements

Beth Brunton

in all that time brought about any
fundamental change in our society.
The Human Rights Party wants to
work with you to build a new society
dedicated to equality and justice,
that would guarantee decent jobs,
health care, and housing to all its
people, that would base production
on meeting people's needs and not
on the desire for profits.
Beth Brunton has been active in HRP
for the past two years, serving on its
steering committee and as coordinator. She has also been active in the
UFW lettuce and grape boycotts, Impeach Nixon, tuition strike, and the
Chile Support Committee. She is a
member of the Zoning Board where
she fought the Maynard St. McDonald's

1st Ward - HRP

Since it began three years ago, the
Human Rights Party has been growing in its determination to present a
radical alternative, to offer a voice
for the unrepresented, to raise issues
that are usually ignored, and to fight
for progressive changes. Members of
the party try to find out what people want, encourage the growth of
groups to fight for these goals, and
draft appropriate legislation. For example, we feel that it is as important
to be on every strike picket line as to
attempt to pass anti-strikebreaking
laws, restrain the police, and establish
a workingpeople's rights commission.
But whenever such legislation was
presented by HRP on City Council, it
it was usually defeated by the Democrats and Republicans.
In the tradition of fighting for people's needs regardless of Council opposition, HRP has succeeded in placing the S5 Marijuana Fine and Rent
Control on the April 1st Ballot. It
is clear that our present drug laws
are unjust, unrealistic, and unenforcible. Their existence often leads to
police discriminatory harrassment.
The need for Rent Control is obvious, particularly to tenants in the
downtown and campus areas. But
people should realize that the success of Rent Control depends on the
organized efforts of tenants to oppose the power of the landlords and
bankers.
If elected, I would continue to
work for more-and better services,
especially health and child care,
housing, and mass transportation. It
is very important also that Model Cities programs be continued in spite
of the Nixon phase out of the program. HRP has always believed that
such services need to be financed by
a steeply graduated income tax rather than through the regressive property tax system. However, I have
no illusions that increasing the city
budget will solve the city's problems.
For example, increasing the police
budget cannot eliminate crime, any
more than our huge national "defense" budget encourages world
peace. The problems of crime, poverty, racism, and government corruption are caused by our monopolistic,
profit-based economy, and can only
be erradicated by transforming the
system as a whole.
The Democratic Party's candidate
is already saying that there isn't any
significant difference between her
party and the HRP. However, the
record of Democrats on City Council proves otherwise. She says that
she is "different" that she will represent the true interests of the people
of the First Ward, but Democratic
candidates have been making promises like this for decades, and haven't

Kathy
Kozachenko
2nd Ward - HRP

What's at stake in this April's city
elections? The fate of rent control
in Ann Arbor. The fate of the $5
marijuana law in Ann Arbor. And
perhaps even the fate (or at least the
continued strength) of the Human
Rights Party in Ann Arbor.
The effects will be felt-in our pocketbooks and in our lives. HRP's
rent control proposal would lower
rents throughout the city. A ceiling
would b"e placed on the amount of
profits a landlord could make from
a building, and incentives would be
included for the landlord to put our
rent money into maintenance and
improvements.
My opponent claims the law is unwieldy and overly complicated. The
law was well prepared-by lawyers,
by economists, and by people with
experience in tenant organizing. The
detail of the law is to insure that
landlords and their friends at city
hall can't subvert rent control. A
law replete with loopholes will help
none. I petitioned to get rent control
on the ballot and am committed to
seeing it work-whether I am on council or off.
I think it's worth noting that the
Democratic party's 1973 platform
calls for a local rent control ordinance and for the decriminalization
of marijuana. It's 1974. What work
have they done to make these things
happen? The most visible sign of
their effort is their position of "no
stand" on HRP's rent control and
marijuana petitions.
True, some of the Democratic
candidates support the ballot proposals - with criticism. My opponent's misgivings were so great that
she wouldn't sign the petitions that
put rent control and marijuana on
the ballot.
« w.r/.v

move freely within the city during
much of the day. This must be corrected.
The Police Department must be
brought under the control of the
community if the rights of women
blacks, other racial minorities, and
gays are to be adequately protectedrather than trampled on-by police.
As a gay person, I am intensely interested in issues concerning Ann
Arbor's substantial gay community.
I am running as an HRP candidate
because HRP is the only political
party to substantially deal with gay
issues. There has been a general failure on the part of the city administration to deal with gay people and
their problems, especially in the area
of eniorcement of the sexual preference section of the Human Rights
Ordinance. I hope that my candidacy will expose to the people of Ann
Arbor this and other issues of importance.

HRP's proposal to reinstate the $5
marijuana fine is one of our many
actions regarding the police. In addition to being the least legal penalty
that could be established, it is also
a step towards prioritizing the police
department. And we know who
they'll choose to nail the state law
on-blacks and young people. My opponent stated she feels this clause is
illegal. However, as long as sale and
possession of marijuana is still classified as a crime, we are not in contradiction of the state law. As of this
writing the state attorney general's
staff has indicated we are within our
legal boundaries.
HRP and I also advocate decreasing
the police budget, which my opponent does not favor. More police do
not mean less crime, it means more
harrassment. As everyone knows Police Chief Walter Krasny is totally
unresponsive to the community and
our needs. HRP and I advocate firing
Krasny. It was only at HRP's insistence that Krasny appeared once last
year before City Council for questioning on his actions. ^
The Democrats (who now call for
"review" not control boards of the
police) last year voted against even
a public hearing on the police.
The existence of HRP is important
in this town to continue the kind of
work I've described. It takes people
thinking and making decisions together, it takes people's energy and
committment to make change. Democratic party officials and candidates
don't have to stand by their platformwe've already seen what their platform has meant in terms of rent control and marijuana. It may be the
epitome of a cliche, but actions speak
louder than words. With HRP candidates you don't have to swallow promises, you can taste the actions.

Harry is 26, and a resident of Ann
Arbor since 1965. He has been involved in HRP for 2 years, and
served as party coordinator in fall,
1973. He is active in gay liberation,
and is treasurer and a member of
the board of directors of Gay Community Services of Ann Arbor, Inc.

MargoNichols
4th Ward - HRP

I am running as an HRP candidate
in the 4th Ward because I feel it is
important for the people of this
ward to have an alternative to the
traditional parties in this election.
Rent Control is an issue of direct
interest to people city-wide. There
are many people who rent in the 4th
Ward, and they have a direct stake
in seeing high rental profits controlled
so that their housing is available at
a more reasonable price. Homeowners, who are the target of a massive
scare campaign by landlords, should
realize that they can only gain from
any measure which improves the
quality of housing in the city. Homeowners should also be able to see
through the self-serving arguments
used by landlords to protect their
own interests, and should realize that
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Harry
Kevorkian
3rd Ward - HRP

There are a number of issues which
I am emphasizing in my campaign in
the Third Ward. The two ballot issues relating to marijuana and rent
control are important and need to be
spoken to. Ann Arbor has the second
highest rent level in the U.S. Conditions in many buildings are unsatisfactory with landlords grabbing for
high profits without concern for tenants' living conditions. Rent control
and tenant control are essential for
satisfactory housing.
Another issue which needs to be
emphasized is 24 hour transportation.
Women, gay people, workers and the
elderly are confronted with fear of
attack because of their inability to

landlords care little more for the welfare of homeowners than they do
for that of tenants.
HRP has fought on City Council
for the past 2 years to see city priorities directed towards meeting human needs such as housing, medical
care, transportation, and other neglected social services. We have fought
for a more realistic and humane approach to marijuana through work
on the $5 fine law. These measures

have been resisted by both Democrats and Republicans on City Council all along.
Although HRP has no realistic
chance of winning this yearin the
4th Ward-although 4th Warders will
not be truly represented on Council
until a fairer, proportional representation system is adopted~we are running so that voters in this ward will
have a real choice.
Margo Nichols is a librarian at Washtenaw Community College, and is
active in her union there. She has
been active in HRP for several years,
and has served as chairperson of the
Education Committee.

JesseHall
5th Ward - HRP

Although HRP faces about the
same chances in the Fifth Ward as
the Republicans do in the Second,
I am running here because 1 want to
provide Fifth Ward voters with an
alternative perspective, raise important issues, and provide you with
more information so that you can
better exercise your judgment.
If you live in the Fifth Ward, you
are probably someone who works
very hard to make a moderate income. You probably spend a great
deal more of that income on necessities, such as food and housing, than
you would like. Inflation brought
on by disastrous national policies affects you directly. HRP favors price
controls on necessities, and the rent
control proposal on this April's ballot is an example of this: I urge you
to vote yes.
You probably earn your moderate
income at a job in which you have
little say overconditions and demands
made of you. I feel that democracy
must be extended to the work place,
allowing the people who are most
directly involved a say in the way
things are done.
If you live in the Fifth Ward, you
may feel threatened by feminists and
gays and what they stand for. Don't
be. If the nuclear family is truly a
better lifestyle, it will withstand the
pressure; if not, you should learn
from its failings.

Colleen McGee
1st Ward - Democrat

My concern in this campaign is
with realistic assessment of our priorities as a city and of our ability to
provide the services we see as most
important. People make a city a community. We must set budget priorities to reflect our concern for the
needs of all Ann Arbor citizens. Community services, transportation, planning, equal rights, and crimes against
people are issues which I will address
in this campaign.
We must realize that community
services such as child care and health
care are as necessary as police, fire
and garbage collection. Child care,
health care, and similar services are
community responsibilities which
need more support. This is not to
say that other community resources
should not be used in conjunction
with city-provided ones. Certainly
it would be impractical to attempt
to provide city-owned and operated
medical facilities or child care centers, but we can and should support
those who have seen local needs and
are attempting to fill them. The various walk-in and drop-in centers
are community responses to community needs which should be strongly supported by City Council.
Ann Arbor's size makes it'a natural for a well-integrated transportation system. I am speaking not just
of mass transit, but of an integrated
system of bikeways, parking areas,
and public transportation vehicles
which would encourage the use of
economic, efficient methods of travelling from one spot to another.
Ann Arbor voters have provided the
necessary financial support. Now
Council must insist on continued
development.
Our experience in the past few
years has shown that we can no longer have a policy of continuous unchecked growth. We need to plan
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Although this statement may not
produce many votes for HRP in the
Fifth Ward, it is an honest statement
of some of HRP's principles, and unlike its chameleon opponents, HRP
is a principled party.
Jesse is an Economics graduate student at the UofM. He has worked
as a factory foreman, on a sanitation
crew and at various other jobs. He
has been active in HRP for several
years and is a member of the Union
for Radical Political Economics (URPE).

carefully the development of our
rapidly diminishing vacant land, and
identify the best mix of living and
business units which will help maintain a viable central city. We should
set our priorities to reflect the needs
of the community rather than the
needs of the developers.
As a City Council member I will
press for more vigorous enforcement
of Ann Arbor's Human Rights Ordinance. We should increase the employment of minorities and women
in positions of responsibility within
city government. I have worked as
a Human Rights Commissioner for
the passage of the recent amendments
and I will work as a Council member for
for better enforcement of the entire

Human Rights Ordinance.
We must halt the skyrocketing increase of crimes against people and
property. The fear of assualt or burglary is very real for many citizens.
Equal enforcement of the laws and
equal protection for all areas of the
city are vitally necessary to build
community trust and develop policecommunity cooperation.
If Ann Arbor is to support expanded child care and health care opportunities, develop a viable transportation network, plan for the city's housing needs, insure equal rights for women and minorities and stop the increase in crimes against people and
property; City Council must set priorities to make most effective use of
Ann Arbor's resources. I will work
to'provide imaginative approaches
to meet the needs of Ann Arbor's
citizens.
-Colleen McGee

this unlikely. Even the meager present support for child and health
care, drug treatment, and other vital programs may be absent from the
next budget. I will seek to prevent
this possibility. We must also seek
alternative sources of funding for
these programs, such as state and
federal grants, foundations or community fund-raising drives.
-Mary Richman

G.QR
Record
(WHAT CAN WE SAY?)

Mary Richman
2nd Ward - Democrat

The needs of Second Ward residents
won't be served by a political party's
rhetoric, but rather by constructive
solutions to practical problems.

Jamie
Kenworthy
4th Ward

The presence of a Republican City
Council majority has increased the
long-standing City Hall practice of
treating students and tenants as
second-class citizens. Everything
must be done to change these policies or replace the bureaucrats who
make them.
Nine out of ten Second Ward residents are tenants, so housing problems must be.a high priority. I strongly support rent control, and a "Yes"
vote on the April ballot proposal will
put the city on record in favor of it.
However, rent control is only a partial solution to our housing problems.
We must continue to lobby for whatever state and federal money can be
made available for low and moderate
income housing.
The Police Department continues
to waste its time and our money on
the wrong priorities, such as ticketing bicycle riders and dwelling on
minor traffic and parking violations.
To date, the City Human Rights
Department has been littl-3 more than
useless. Complaints about discrimination against Blacks, women, students
and gays are either ignored or talked
to death. We need a Council which
will mandate vigorous enforcement
of the human rights ordinance which
Democrats passed several years ago,
and which Republicans are trying
to shut their eyes to.
I would like to be able to promise
increases in social services programs,
but the city's financial crisis and the
Republican Council majority make

Democrat

Packard-Platt, McDonald's, Tribal
Funding, Voter Registration, running
against Clyde William Colburn and
the Republicans it is too easy to just
rttack. So here's a series of positive
statements about what a straight
Councilman should be doing to work
for the benefit of all.
Parks are for people so they
should be put where people most'
need them. The park bond money
should not be secretly transferred
to the airport.
Downtown needs help and revitalizing. Let's try a pedestrian mall on
Main and put up some community
bulletin boards so more people know
what's going on.
There is no reason to spend over
S4 millions for new roads that will
destroy some neighborhoods when
old roads are in bad repair for cars
and a menace to bicyclists.
The enforcement of victimless
crimes like marijuana keep police away from investigating the serious
crimes of rape, rip-offs, and assaults.
We need good laws evenly enforced
that the whole community supports.
Only then will there be the needed
citizen cooperation that can cut
crime.
All city finances would be open.
We need no more secret raids on the
money for parks and buses.
The city that can afford 5400,500
for a boondoggle computer-based traffic light system can afford to keep day
care and medical care going.
The Rent Control proposition deserves support and if it fails or is voided in the Courts, I'll work for rent control by Council ordinance aimed particularly at the campus area.
We need a clear and irrevocable
committment to buses and bikes to
make the city more livable and more
accessible to all.
City government should be in the
business of providing services to the
community for the benefit of all.
That is the vague ideal but if it started being applied there'd be some
needed changes starting April 2.
Please vote! ..Jamie Kenworthy

It is not true that all Democrats
and Republicans are alike it's not
even true that all Republicans are
alike. When faced with the row of
blank faces ranged along the GOP
ranks in the Council chambers, it
is often difficult to pinpoint the
differences. Once a vote is taken,
it seems convincing that the Repubs are just a row of automatons,
all plugged into one master computer.
The Republican candidates running for Council seats this year
tend to get lumped together, and
many of their lines are the same:
1) No S5 weed fine (also heard
as "keep the dope smokers out of
the city.")
2)No rent control ("landlords deserve whatever profits they can
squeeze out because that's how free
enterprise works.")
3)Fiscal responsibility ("look at
the mess the Dems and HRP got us
into - let's cui back social services
to balance the budget and buy
more police cars.")
4)Planned growth for the cily
(read that "more Burger Kings and
McDonalds in someone elsc's
neighborhood.")
But despite initial impji-.Mniis,
the Republican candidates are a
mixed lot, ranging from righi-winger Roger Bertoia - Third ward -- to
the Republican "left" with Joyce
Hannum - First ward. And let us
not forget our coverboy Clyde
Colburn, who somehow manages
to avoid letting anyone know exactly where he stands.
We didn't bother to ask the Republicans for candidate statements,
since it seemed unlikely any SUN
readers would be interested
(except for maybe a-few landlords who we hear have taken a ^
sudden interest in this paper since
we began running rent control covers). Besides, they can afford ten
times more advertising than any
other party in the city, and we have
no desire to give them free space
for their hype.

Note: The Democratic candidates in the Third and Fifth wards
were invited by the SUN to submit
candidate statements, but failed to
df{ jo by our press deadline.
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won by a progressive candidate, providing vote-splitting does
not occur. Last year, the Republican candidate took the
ward with a minority of the total vote, because the Dems
and HRP divided the majority.
We place primary responsibility on the HRP for the Republican victory. Because HRP has not got a strong base of
support in the Fourth at this time, they have no chance of
winning in that ward.
The problem is the unrealistic attitude which the HRP
has toward the electoral process. Because the majority of
the HRP elite believe that ALL Democrats and Republicans are-alike; there has been no concern on the part of the
HRP whether a Democrat or Republican is elected. They
are unwilling to accept the'fact that their candidate acts
as a spoiler in a ward where votes are relatively evenly divided between a progressive and conservative candidate.
(This same attitude also got Mayor Stephenson elected).
They remain more concerned with their "principled" campaigning, rather than the long term effects on the city.
And this year, with the Republican majority, the results
have been disastrous.
We are concerned with the effects of Republican control
on the city, while the HRP is not. We do not expect any
real radical change from the Democratic party, but we have
seen that it is better to have a liberal Democrat than a rabid
Republican. And the HRP does not have a chance of winning; a vote for Margo is a vote for Colburn. Jaimie will
work for many of the kinds of programs we want to see
instituted, and has a realistic chance to win. We urge our
readers to vote for him.
As yet, the HRP has refused to take responsibility for
electing the Republicans. A half-hearted effort was made
this year to explain the effects of voting for an HRP candidate in the Fourth, by stating in flyers that Margo could
not win. But this fact has not been made prominent enough
for most people to even notice it. Margo admits that in
talks and debates, she does not even mention that she has
no chance of winning unless asked.
We do not accept the fact that all Democrats and Republicans are alike. In the Fourth ward there are very clear differences between Jaimie Kenworthy and cool Clyde. Jaimie
has come out strongly in favor of both rent control and the
$5 fine. He has supported more money for social services,
and strong enforcement of the Human Rights ordinance.
All of these are anathema to the Republicans.
We do not want to see another year of Republican control
over this city. While we do not question Margo's qualifications for Council, we believe it is important to be realistic
about the effects of her action. We are therefore throwing
our full support behind Jaimie in the Fourth. We have found
him to be both well informed on issues, and highly willing
to listen to our concerns. We believe that if he is elected,
he will work for needed changes in this city.

FIRST WARD - Colleen McGee - Democrat
Beth Brunton - HRP, Joyce Hannum - Rep
In the First ward, both the HRP and the Democrats are
running strong candidates. We are endorsing the Democrat,
Colleen McGee, in this ward, however, as we believe she
will be the most effective in working with Council to bring
about progressive reforms.
While we were all impressed with Beth, both for her knowledge of issues and her fairly reasonable approach to dealing
with problems, we are unable to endorse her because she
still stands behind many of the tactics which are destroying
the effectiveness of the HRP. While we admired her stand
against the demonstration which shut down the Council
meeting several weeks ago, we can not accept her total support of HRP's tactics in the Fourth Ward and in last year's

JULIE CHRISTIE
WARREN BEATTY

Fritz the Cat

McCabe and
Mrs. Miller

He's X-Rated and Animated!
plus our popular Westernspoof short, BLAZEGLORY.
WED., MAR.20-7, 8:45, & 10:30
pm.

The Third and Fifth wards are normally Republican strongholds. In both wards, the Democratic and Republican candidates sound very similar, all running on issues which will appeal to their conservative constituences. The HRP has candidates in both wards, but neither has any chance of winning,
and both have been running almost non-existent educational
campaigns.
We can not, in good conscience, endorse any of the candidates in either ward. We did discuss Burke in the Third,
based on his previous work with Canterbury House and his
counseling of draft evaders during the Vietnam war. But his
current stand against the ballot proposals (necessary if he
wants to win the Third) made it impossible for us to throw
our support behind him.
However, we do want to point out to any of our readers
SECOND WARD - No Endorsement
who will be voting in these wards that a Democratic victory
Mary Richman - Dem., Kathy Kozachenko - HRP
in either along with Kenworthy's victory in the Fourth woul<
No Rep. candidate
actually end the Republican domination of Council. It may
In all the other wards we have chosen not to make endorse- be that a conservative Democrat voting occasionally with
the progressive Council members is better than a Republican
ments. We want to encourage everyone to vote in this election (the ballot issues depend on it), but we do not feel that who never does. But these Democrats also represent the most
regressive elements of the Democratic party, and with no
any of the candidates rated our full support. Like everyone
binding platform, are unlikely to support much progressive
else, we will be faced with the choice of candidates, even
legislation, even when proposed by other Democrats. Alwhen all the choices may be relatively distasteful. So, in the
though we have never accepted the HRP line that all Demorest of the wards, we will briefly discuss the candidates and
our reasons for not making endorsements. We hope that peo- crats and Republicans are the same, in this case it may be
mostly true.
ple will then have some understanding of the alternatives,
and will be able to make a choice on April 1.
The Second ward, made up primarily of students, is the
ward where the HRP has traditionally had its strongest supAfter prolonged and intense struggle over this election
port. However, the HRP has not been able to capture a mastatement, we have found ourselves unable to reach comjority of the youth and student vote since its original victory plete unity on the endorsement of candidates.
The major point of disunity is not over whether the Huin April, 1972.
We believe that the HRP candidate, Kathy Kozachenko,
man Rights Party has made mistakes, but what the best tacwill once again be unable to defeat her Democratic oppotical way is to deal with the problems that continue to
nent, Mary Richman. What is really sad is that Mary is not
exist. We all agreed that the HRP has recently taken some
a strong candidate, but will win because the HRP has so com- initial steps towards eliminating the practices which have
pletely discredited itself by its unrealistic tactics.
been the subject of our criticisms. Our disagreement was
While Mary voices support for progressive reforms, we
over the tactical methods through which to encourage
found her uninformed on many issues, and not taking the
much more change in a positive direction.
campaign seriously enough. After meeting with her, we all
The majority at the SUN held that to endorse any HRP
agreed that she was too much of an opportunist, hoping to
candidates would be to encourage those elements within
use the campaign and the Council seat to further her own
the party who advocate many of its current, misguided
career. She strikes us as highly_individualistic, and states that strategies. The only way to totally eliminate those pracshe is running as a Democrat because they have no binding
tices is for the current leadership of HRP to be discredited
platform. We felt she would not be responsible enough to
through the defeat of all HRP candidates. Following athe needs of her constituents if she decided her own opinion nother disastrous defeat like that of last April, the HRP
was better. However, we did think that once she was on
would finally be forced to purge itself, and will once again
Council she would probably put her energies into the necesbe open to real community control and content.
sary work, and would be subject to pressure by the people
After a number of intense sessions, two of us had still
not accepted all the endorsements presented above. Beshe represents.
Although we are not endorsing Mary because of our resercause of pressing deadlines, we could not continue the
struggle to reach a position of unity, and it was detervations about her effectiveness, we can give no support to
mined that the only solution for the present was to
Kathy. Kathy has been a major supporter of the policies
present a minority opinion, After this paper goes to the
which have put HRP in their current discredited state. She
printer, we will continue our own efforts to reach accord.
was a member of the Chocolate Almond caucus, strongly
Two of us believe the best method to encourage further
supporting the position of running in all races, regardless of
changes in the HRP is by endorsing candidates who we
consequences. She sees the HRP as a forum for radical edusee as representing those elements we want to encourage.
cation, without seeing it as a vehicle for'seizing; power. Her
If the HRP is to continue to change, it can best be done
strong support for the recent disruption of City Council is
a reflection of her attitude that it is more important to voice by having the party represented by responsible people on
Council. Such people would have a direct effect on future
a statement, rather than taking action which will have serious positive results.
party policy decisions, and with continued community
pressure, both through criticism in the pages of this paper
Because she so strongly supports these policies, we believe
and direct participation in the party, the HRP would
that her election could only encourage the most negative
survive and grow.
elements in the HRP, and would not encourage needed
All of us want to see a strong third party movement
changes for building, a strong, third party in Ann Arbor.
grow in Ann Arbor, but the present HRP does not meet
THIRD WARD - No Endorsement
the standards for such a party. We hope that everyone
Dan Burke - Dem., Harry Kevorkian - HRP,
will carefully consider all the alternatives presented on
Roger Bertoia - Rep.
these pages, and make a careful choice on April 1.
election. We believe that she is the kind of person we would
like to see on Council, but until she can disassociate herself
from policies which clearly hurt everyone in the city, we
can not support her.
Colleen proved to be the best informed and most highly
motivated candidate we talked to. She has a history of activism, and had some good programs she hoped to see instituted. While we recognize that she is primarily a reformist, not
a revolutionary, we believe she will be highly effective in accomplishing some progressive changes while she is on Council, even if the Republicans maintain their majority. We are
therefore endorsing her as being the best candidate to work
on Council at this time.

Minority Report

FIFTH WARD - No Endorsement
Paul Brown - Dem., Jesse Hall - HRP,
Louis Belcher - Rep.
BRANDO/REDFORD
JANE FONDA in

THE CHASE

dir. Arthur Penn
(Little Big Man, Alice's
dir. Robert Altman
GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
Restaurant, Bonnie & Clyde)
(M*A*S*H, Brewster McCloud)
Set in a 1902 Zinc-mining town. THURS., MAR. 21-7:15 & 9:15 pm CHURS., MAR. 21-7 &9:30
pm.
(Auditorium "B", Angell Hall)
TUES.. MAR. 19-7 & 9 pm.

BURTON/REDGRAVE

CAMELOT
dir. Joshua Logan
Brought by popular demand.
A Smash Hit MUSICAL!
TUES., MAR. 20-6:45 & 9:30
(Note Special Times)
P-m -

Devil by theTail The Wild Child
dir. Philippe de Broca

-Vves MontandIf you like KING OF HEARTS
don't miss this one, by the
same director!
-SUBTITLESWED., MAR 27-7 & 9 p.m.

dir. Francois Truffant
A moving and sensitive
film based on the true
story of an attempt to
civilize a "wolf boy".
THURS., MAR 28-7 & 9 p.m.

the ann arbor film cooperative -Auditorium "A ", Angell Hall, S. State St.
Admission $1.00, single ($1.50 for both shows on March 21!)

Barbara Weinberg and Ellen Hoffman
Paid Political Advertisement

Jamie Kenworthy
Democrat - Fourth Ward
The job of government is to provide services
for people who need them.
The job won't get done until the Republicans
are thrown out of office.

Rent Control, Child Care
Health Care, $5 Weed Law
Vote Monday April iST
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to be on maneuvers in Soviet Asia.
In addition, the number of Soviet divisions in Mongolia have been raised from two
to five. At their closest point, Soviet troops
are camped little more than 300 miles from
Peking.
Chinese Premier Chou En-Lai has repeatedly told foreigners that more than one
million Soviet troops threaten China. And
the Chinese have built the most extensive
fall-out shelter system in the world, an obvious signal that they expect to be victims
of a nuclear attack.
Pacific News correspondent FranZ Shurmann reports there is no hysteria in China
about the prospects of war, but that considerable apprehension appears to exist in
Russia.
-Zodiac

EBJ. Wounded
on Knee
The federal judge who is presiding over
the trial of Wounded Knee leaders in St.
Paul, Minnesota, has seriously reprimanded
the F.B.I, for its handling of the case.
Judge Fred Nichol, in an unprecedented
action, ordered the F.B.I, to open up all of
its files on the Wounded Knee takeover and
hand most of them over to defense attorneys. Judge Nichol handed down his decision after he learned that the F.B.I, had
apparently tampered with evidence presented during the trial of Indian leaders,
Russell Means and Dennis Banks. '
When Judge Nichol learned that some
documents, which the F.B.I, had said
were "originals" were actually photocopies that had been touched up, he lost his
temper. Said the Judge, "I used to think
the F.B.I, was one of the best bureaus to
come down the pike, but now I think it
has deteriorated." He added, "it (the
F.B.I.) has deteriorated badly and I don't
care how many F.B.I, agents are in the
courtroom to hear this."
The Judge also said he had been told
by eight jurors on the case that there had
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been attempts to influence them by mail.
He stated that the eight jurors reported
receiving prejudicial information about
the defendants through the mail, some
of it allegedly circulated by the John Birch
Society.
The U.S. Attorney's office was ordered
to investigate the mailings. -Zodiac

Rough Winter
Guitarist Johnny Winter says he handled
the pressure of constant touring during his
first three years as a rock star by shooting
heroin.
Winter, in a candid interview with the
NEW YORK POST, states that he has since
kicked the habit and staged a successful
comeback.
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self. He says: "It was extreme depression.
I really had no interest in anything."
Winter then signed into an expensive
Synanon-style drug treatment program in
New Orleans that used heavy encounter
techniques. Winter says the main benefit of the cure was, "it gave me a chance
to get close to some people again instead
of just being a juke box."
Since he shined off of heroin. Winter
has put together a new band, issued two
big-selling L.P.'s and is now on his second
successful concert tour.
Despite all of those accomplishments,
Winter says he spends most of his time
at home and won't do any concert tour
longer than six weeks. He explains: "I'd
like to be bigger than anybody, but not if
I have to wreck my life to do it." --Zodiac

Winter explains that he got into junk because he believed his overnight success was
manufactured by other people who packaged him. The blind albino kid from Texas
felt completely out of it when he began
doing non-stop concert tours. He says:
"You're in a world where music is everything, success is everything. I couldn't be
friends with anyone ... it was like one of
those films where you wake up and you're
suddenly dead and can see everybody but
nobody can see you."
Winter says he and his band started
shooting up together. He states: "It was
pretty much all we did. We were using
junk because we were all miserable and
homesick."
After three years, Winter quit touring
and decided to kick his habit or kill him-

Technics
by Panasonic

RS-263US Cassette Deck

707 WEST CROSS ST.

Frankly we were surprised by the Technics RS-263
stereo cassette deck. We didn't think there was a

SL-1200 Turntable

cassette deck made for under $200 that could really do a respectable job of recording and playing

LARGEST SELECTION
OF ALBUMS &
HEAD PARAPHERNALIA

back music, but the RS-263US proved us wrong!

If you're looking for the best 'State of the Art'

It sounds good and its got the features and perfor-

turntable then the SL-1200 is for you. This turn-

mance of many decks costing upwards of $300 in-

table features an ultra-low speed DC brushless
motor and a revolutionary direct drive system.

cluding DOLBY system, Cr02/Normal tape selector.

Lots of imported, QLf-b items imor

This means no belts, idlers, or

Auto-stop, Memory rewind, and
HI-FI
SPEAKERS
CARTRIDGES
TURNTABLES
AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS
TAPE DECKS
HEADPHONES
CASSETTES
PREAMPS
RECEIVERS

dOUQlQSS
SOUnd, inc.

much more. Both you as a customer and we as a dealer can
appreciate our most pleasant
discovery unlike most cassette decks under $200 the
RS-263US doesn't break!!!!

other reduction mechanisms.
SPEAKERS
CARTRIDGES
TURNTABLES
AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS
TAPE DECKS
HEADPHONES
CASSETTES
PREAMPS
RECEIVERS
. SERVICE-REPAIR

features like strobe light
speed control, damped cueing, variable pitch controls,
anti-skating, and a detachable, hinged dust cover.

The PRICE: Only $199.95
and that includes all the
DOUGLASS SOUND extras!
Come in and see it today!

dOUQlQSS
SOUnd. inc.

fhy We're The Leader
Experienced Audio Advisors. Consistent Product Evaluation.
Usually The Best Prices in Town. 30 Day Price Protection.
Free Lifetime Warranty on Durable Parts.
Factory Authorized Service. Sixty Day Exchanges.
Ninety Day Equipment Adjustment Program.
One Vear Speaker Exchange. Seven Day Money Back Guarantee.
Layaways. Bank American). Master Charge. Monthly Payments.
90 Day Interest Free Accounts on Approved Credit.

What you do get though are

The best part is the price!
It's only $279.95! And it's
only at DOUGLASS SOUND]

^^ "^^ ^^r ^ a" ^mm-^r ~^r
dougloss
sound, me.

sound.inc.

'Where Hifi is a Sound Investment'
ANN ARBOR: 311 E. Liberty, 761-4434

"Store Hours: MonrFri.11-8 Sat. 10-6
V&2
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TollJ PAVE
Top OF THE WATER, WHEN HE
SPIES

ALUMINUM

TMESE

STOOO AMD CHICKIEf
ERElS MO G-ENER/VIOM

PRESERVE

MftN
OAWPERg CON\«N'.

COOLDN'T CONTROL
THIS THING;

SQUAWK! iTi con IMG
'S OP To MV WALLET

IN THE: NEXT A* SUN-THE FISH SURFACES!!

VOTE!!

A2 Film
Festival

•••*•••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

This time around I couldn't .pretend to
be the person I try to be in each one of
these SUN movie columns -- The Unbiased Movie Critic. With year-long thought
and a few weeks of pure physical labor,
1 work for/with the Ann Arbor Film Festival, bearing the mysterious title Associate
Director. I must admit from the begin
ning that I find those strange experimental movies far better than the usual fare at
the State Theatre. Independent film makers have, thank god, not let themselves
fall into patterned styles of narrative.
They do not confine themselves to the
arbitrary time of two hour features.
They do not care if an audience of millions likes it or not, and they are not trying to make a lot of money. Independent
film makers make movies to please themselves, their friends, other film makers
and a growing national audience who are
weary of the lowest common denominator approach of commercial films. Appreciation runs high for these films that
explore and do not exploit human diversity of thought and action. Strange as
they may be to some, I am convinced
that independent films have far more to
say about people than contemporary commercial films.
The week of the Film Festival was
fantastic. For film makers and associated
personnel it is the Utopian version of the
high school reunion. Once a year this enormous and expanding band of distributors, film makers, artists, friends and critics fly in from all over the country.
They talk, do biz, watch movies for six
hours or more a night, kiss each other
goodbye at the end of the week and go
back to do their work and whatever possible to spread the Flim Festival to their
homes. The films here get widely distributed or as widely as non-commercial
films can be. They go to the Film Forum
Theatre and the Whitney Museum in New
York. The nine hour Festival Tour selected by the judges goes on a 12-stop four
month tour throughout the country.
Distributor MikeGetz picks up Festival
films for his 17 theatre circuit.,
The director of the Festival is George
Manupelli, artist, film maker, teacher and
verbal philosopher who now lives in Toronto, where he teaches at York University.
George started off the Festival twelve
years ago, with the aid of a number of
interested Ann Arbor poeple, because
they all wanted a central place for the independent film maker to show his/her
films. Then there were fifty films. This
year there were three hundred and thirty.
TIME magazine would say "Everyone is
getting into movies." With Everyone doing it, the films are very different than
they were a dozen years ago. It is no
longer the personalized and subjective
beatnick avant garde, centered in San

Francisco, New York and Ann Arbor
It is virtually everyone - young, old,
rich and some poor, black and white, and
finally male and female.
The change is obvious - less Art.
Some Festival regulars described the difference as "the audio-visual element is
creeping in too much." That means many
of the films were slick, polished but not
technically or narratively inventive, and
the tales and visions they tell are more
objective than personally bizarre and
subjective.
For the first time the strong films of
the Festival were documentaries and narratives, rather than the onde dominant
personal "art" films that I couldn't understand at all when I first saw the Festival at the age of 16. Each year the overall style of the Festival films changes, and
it is difficult to say why.
Generalizations are difficult for 320
films, but by and large the Winners and
Tour were weakened by this lack of an
experimental dynamic.
These films were selected by a panel of
six judges - two women, four men. Three
film makers, one artist, one film distributor/buyer, one Art Director of ESQUIRE.
They decide by a democratic method,
amidst tremendous pressure, and I, along
with many others, including several of
the judges themselves feel uncertain that
they made entirely the right choices. On
the other hand, the Festival is the films
as a whole, and not the question of who
wins or loses.
There were a few great films and I regret that some of my own favorites did
not win or go on Tour. The big standout
is ANTONIA, which received a special
commendation award from the judges.
It was made by Judy Collins (a common
name, but it is THE Judy Collins) and
Jill Godmillow. The reasoning of the
judges was that Judy Collins probably
spends more money on airplane fare a
week than the Film Festival could ever
giver her as an award. The 58-minute
color/sound film is a portrait of Antonia
Brico, a woman conductor of late middle
age who could never be the major success
she apparently had talent for. The reason
why is because she is a woman, and her
explanations of this discrimination and
her deep personal frustration make up
the film. It is a feminist film par excellence - bringing great swells of emotion,
sadness and understanding.
I regretted that several good documentaries and political films were not selected by the judges. A real loss was overlooking THREE THOUSAND YEARS
AND LIFE, a film on the unionization
and administrative take-over and riot in
a Massachusetts prison. The technical
flaws of the film were created by the cinema-verite difficulties and limitations of

GEORGE MANUPELLI-DIRECTOR OF THE FILM FESTIVAL

shooting in a prison, but the statements
of the inmates displayed fantastic economic and political sensibility. It had a
rare quality for a political film of leaving one with a sense of hope, rather
than despair.
Several tips of the hat must
go to the Festival special events. The
Friends Road Show performed great circus and vaudeville routines, including a
wrestling match in the Festival lobby.
Steven Cole made and sold delightful
Pat Oleszko Souvenir Plates.
And the real star of the Festival was
Pat Oleszko herself. Pat does costume
art, you probably saw her giant birthday cake piece in the last SUN. She
is expanding her work with lighting, shadows, music and film, and no film in
the Festival matched her PATTURNCOAT
piece. Wearing a great reversible quilted
pattern-coat, she performed on stage with
a life-size film of her - the film wearing
the reverse side of the coat. The movie
was Pat, and Pat was the movie and when
it was over the audience went crazy with
applause and bravos.
--Ellen Frank

Classified
FOR SALE: VW Squareback, blue,
'66, 23 miles per gallon. Call 6634626.
DRUMS, bass, guitar & harp seeking
vocalist & pianist. 665-0193,6628454 (after 6:30).

BABYSITTING: Friday and
Staurday nights at the Children's Community Center in
Ann Arbor, Mien. $.50 per
hour starting at 7 PM to
1 AM. Children's night out
from you with other children to play with. For reservations call - 663-4392
10 AM-5 PM or 662-1916
5PM- 10PM.,
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WANTED TO BUY: bass amp, tube
only w/cabinet; no bigger than 15 inch,
speakers. 665-0193 anytime.
FOR SALE: Spraying equipment, airbrush, ceramic glazes, for painting murals, etc. Includes tank, regulator and
sprayer can. Jan 761-46J8.__
WANTED: A high quality BASSOON
for a reasonable price. Call Elaine at
769-5130.
FOR SALE: Amp head w/cabinet, two
18 inch bass speakers plus hi end horn.

PRIVATE DRUM LESSONS: Specializing in rock, blues, boogie and jazz.
Call Mark at 665-6219 or 663-2866.
Twelve years experience.

NEED A PART TIME GIG TO MAKE
ENDS MEET? Rainbow Agency needs
part time workers to distribute flyers,
posters and handbills. Call 761-7641
WANTED: People to correspond with
prisoners. Send your name and address
to the SUN, we'll send you a list of 4
prisoners in State and Federal prisons.

RATES
Non-business classifieds are 5 cents per word. A word is any separate group of char
acters. For example, an adreading"For Sale-a Martin D-35 Guitar, good condition.
$300, call 777-7777" would be 11 words, as they are underlined/The minimum
charge Tor any ad is $1.
Business classifieds are 10 cents per word, with the minimum charge per ad of $2.
If you charge money for a service, you are a business!!
Ads from Non-Profit Organizations, Lost and Found Ads, and Public Service Announcements will be allowed 25 free words. After the first 25 words the rate will be
5 cents per word. (Approximately 5 words fit on one line of print.)
DEADLINE
All ads must be in our office and paid for by 5 pm, Saturday March 2nd. We cati
not print any ads until we have received payment. Checks may be made out to the
Ann Arbor SUN.
PRINT YOUR AD EXACTLY AS IT SHOULD APPEAR IN THE SUN and send it
to CLASSIFIEDS, Ann Arbor SUN, 208 S. First St., Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108.

photo by Tom Copi

Paid Political Advertisement

VOTE
April 1st for
* * * ** *
COLLEEN

M'GEE
* *** **
First Ward
DEMOCRAT
for
CITY
COUNCIL
***
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Splash on a little Frampton.
Peter's latest album contains some of the hardest rock & roll he's recorded.
The sound is crisp and coherent; never heavy-handed. The overall effect is
refreshing and that has become an extremely'rare achievement.

"Somethin's Happening" New from Peter Hampton. On A&M Records.

VOTE!!
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An Interview With Phil Ochs

Singin' the State
of Nixon &Nation
Phil Ochs has just released a new single. Entitled "The State of Richard
Nixon " the tune is receiving wide radio play, including some top 40 stations.
After all, even the Harris Poll shows that most Americans want Nixon impeached. Ochs and his record company, A&M, have seized the time: the
record was released the same week as the Grand Jury Watergate indictments.
Ochs is best known for his protest lyrics of the '60 's, from '7 A in't Marching A nymore " to the classic "Small Circle of Friends, "and as one of the
founders of the Yippies.
On his way to a gig at the unlikely location of the Rock and Roll Farm
in Wayne, Phil stopped by the SUN office to talk about the Nixon single,
with b/w side "Power and Glory. " (The first time the Nixon song was heard
in *A2 was at the John Sinclair Freedom Rally)
SUN: The melody of your song isn't exactly new, could you fill us in on it's history?
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I fere's to the law of Richard \i.\on
Where the wars are fought in secret.
Pearl Harbor everyday,
lie punishes with income tax
That lie don't hare to pay.
lie's tapping his own brother.
Just to hear what he would say.
Oh! Corruption can he classic.
In the Richard \i.\on way.
Here's to the land.
You're torn out the heart of.
Richard \i.\on J'ind yourself
Another countrv to he part of.

Here's to the Government of Richard
\i.\on.
j
In the swamp of their Bureaucracy
They 're always hogging down,
And the criminals are posing
as advisors to the Crown.
They hope no one sees
*
the Sights,
1
And no one hears the
Sounds.
the education of the American public. And And the speeches of
it's the most important political event in
the President,
X
American history. It's part of everyone's
Are
the
ravings
job, pardon the word, duty, to get on the
case, make sure that the guy's out this
of a clown.

PHIL: It was originally written about the
state of Mississippi. When I went down
there in 1964 they'd killed those three
year, and with his fall to educate as many
guys, and some of the cops were involved
people as possible that Nixon is not alone.
1974, Phil
in it, and everybody got off in the courts
, That Gerry Ford's voting record is as bad
without any problem. So the song was a
as Nixon's. Nixon is the symbol of the cor- Ochs
study of the symbology of evil. Being
ruption of the neo-fascist corporate state
born in the south myself, I didn't feel
which has to be changed. We have to come
comfortable attacking it, so I stopped
to the end of capitalism. Nixon is the harsinging the song for a while. Especially
binger of that.
after Mississippi John Hurt, one drunken
night, said "Phil, you really shouldn't sing
SUN: What do you think is going to hapthat song anymore. After all, people like
pen to him?
me are from Mississippi too."
So I had to look around for a new symPHIL: He's gonna die, very quickly. He'll
bol of evil and along he came in 1968,
be out of power this year-my guess has
more than I could hope for, and I switched always been a forced resignation. The boysthe song, right around the time of Cambothe top bankers like David Rockefellerdia and Kent State. I kept rewriting it~
will go to him and say get out. And he will,
you know Agnew used to be in it«to the
ever so reluctantly, resign "for the good of
changing circumstances. Finally over Xmas the country" or for health reasons or both.
we recorded it.
And then we'll have Ford, temporarily as
a caretaker. President Ford will not be
SUN: What kind of response has there
nearly as powerful as the others have been.
been to the record?
He'll probably appoint a liberal vice-president to clean up the image a bit, and then
businesses. It's all valid. And nationalizing
PHIL: Well, as you know, I'm not the
just very carefully try to save the economy
oil is the first step, which would be a popmost commercial performer out, but it's
until the next election.
lar move in America at this point. But
had quite an amazing reaction considering.
Or else the National Lawyers Guild is
part of the problem is that the word socialBefore the record company hype began,
working on the attempt to declare 1972
ism has bad connotations in America. We
and before it's even been mentioned in
a fraudulent election and call a new one,
need to redefine it.
which could happen, because even WashBillboard, It's already doing great, getting
airplay on some top 40 stations, as well as
ington wants the mess cleared up. So NixSUN: What do you think of the Hearst kidon will be out of power. When he goes,
stations like ABX in Detroit. And It's kind
napping?
most likely it will be a deal like Agnew's,
of a CIA record-one side is right wing and
where he won't be prosecuted. If he is prothe other side is left wing. I figured FM
PHIL: I'm not sure what to make of that
secuted he will kill himself.
stations would play the Nixon thing and
yet because I don't know who the SLA
AMs would dig the other side, "Power
are. It's important to bear in mind that
SUN: He couldn't face the tv cameras.
and Glory". It's a song I wrote a long time
they are one of three things: a legitimate
ago, newly recorded with a fife and drums,
left wing group, a paramilitary rightwing
PHIL: Couldn't face anything. And where
John Phillips Sousa arrangement, 1776,
squad designed to discredit the left, or
it goes after that is up to you-anybody
the whole works; geared to the American
they are crazy. It's too early to tell, but
reading this article-and how much political
mentality. The perfect picture would be
if they harm the girl in any way then they
education can be gotten off the fall of Nixthe truck driver on the turnpike, turns on
are CIA 01 crazy . It does look like a right
on. Right now the people realize how corhis radio, hears "Power and Glory" and
wing group though. A serious left wing
rupt the system is. Now there will be a
says, "well, at least there's one American
group could have made that move, taken
heavy attempt, on the part of Time and
left anyway," walks into the record store
the girl and been right to the point. They
Newsweek and television to say "well now
, buys it, brings it home, plays it to his fawould have said we want 5 million, Hearst
that Nixon's gone it's ok, we got clean
mily. Then his kid picks it up and plays
would have said 2 million, they would have
guys now." The trick is to open up the dethe Nixon thing on the other side.
said ok and released the girl immediately.
bate as heavily as possible. There are no
Just like that, quickly, at which point this
clean guys. Nixon was bad, but everything
SUN: You've always been associated with
conjecture about their authenticity wouldn't
protest movements. Is traditional "protest" he stood for Ford stands for and so do all
be going on. But instead they are fucking
the rest of them-they're all in the same
as active as it was in the sixties?
around, therefore they are very suspect.
game, which is how much money they can
make off of us and how much control they
PHIL: No, but more important things are
SUN: There's a good deal of confusion at
have over our lives. So the question is what
happening than that. Richard Nixon is bethis point about trie future direction of
kind of a situation can we work ourselves
coming the great educator of America by
the liberation movement in the USA. Mainto to get control back. Whether its Kenbeing so corrupt, so amateur in public that
ny of its previous focal point personalities
nedy in 76, up to and including the violent
he is reaching the people in a way that a
have come and gone. Some people go so
seizure of power, or a radical congressperthousand rallies and a thousand speeches
far as'to say the student movement is dead,
son or the attempt to nationalize certain
never could. The fall of Richard Nixon is

the 1950's have returned, and none of this
will ever emerge again. What do you think
its future direction will be?

PHIL: I'm not as worried about it as most
people. The problem with the 50's was
having people really not understanding
the nature of the country they were living
in. They didn't know about the military
industrial complex; it was all Walt Disney,
Elizabeth Taylor, and that was it. The
meaning of the 60's was essentially one of
education and increasing awareness. Then
the government began a repression campaign, so people pulled back into drugs,
farms, health foods, gurus, scientology,
whatever-all valid concerns, but all pullbacks, really, and not enough by themselves. But the people out there on thefarms in Vermont are aware that something is drastically wrong with America
and has to be changed. They themselves
are not willing to go to a march now, but
the important thing is that they know,
they are a potential army, and that's the
scene. It's a matter of timing. Nothing in
the 60's was more politicallysignificant
than the fall of Richard.Nixon. The 60's
was too tied to the student class. What's
happening now is the infiltration of a political mentality into the entire country,
all levels, all groups. And the trick is to do
everything possible to maintain unity. Anybody who does anything to alienate anybody is a fool or a counter-agent or both.
Interviewed by Lauren Jones & David Fenton
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Koko Taylor
&The Vipers
At the Blind Pig

TICKET OUTLETS: ANN ARBOR, THE BLIND PIG AND DISCOUNT RECORDS
(S. UNIVERSITY); BOWLING GREEN, METAMORPHOSIS, FINDERS RECORDS
AND SAM B'S; DETROIT, At all J'.L'. HUDSON STORES; FINDLAY, at PANTS POCKETS CLOTHING; TOLEDO, SPORTS ARENA BOX OFFICE, CENTRAL TICKET,
MASONIC AUDITORIUM, REVELATIONS and SEARS. TICKETS ARE $5.00
BEFORE THE CONCERT AND $6.00 AT THE DOOR.

YOUUSTMTOUS...
NOW LET US LjtSTEN TO YOU.
BROADCASTING IS TOO OFTEN THOUGHT OF AS.A Ojrfe WAY
STREET. WE ARE ASKING FOR YOUR HELP IN COMPLETING
THE COMMUNICATION CIRCLE. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
COLLECTIVE EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE. SEND US YOUR
QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS; WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO
KNOW ABOUT RADIO?

Seeing Koko Taylor in the basement of
the Blind Pig is alot like watching Cinerama from the front row: the show's almost
too big to catch it all. Koko is one of the
roughest and gruffest singers you'll ever
hear wail the blues, and when she gets
down in a small place like the basement
of the Pig, the effect is overwhelming.
Koko Taylor is probably best known
for her big hit, "Wang Dang Doodle". It's
a real showpiece for her voice and style:
lots of short, rhyming phrases that she
tosses around with a casual roar, urging
the audience to Wang Dang Doodle with
her all night long. The only other singer
that does it as well is Howlin' Wolf. It's a
real call to arms.
In fact, if I had to compare Koko's style
to somebody, I'd have to pick the Wolf.
Taylor's voice is unique, especially as a
woman blues singer. She has an immensely powerfulset of lungs; absolutely tireless,
throaty vocal chords; and a rich, gravelly
sound that is almost shocking the first
time you hear it. Combine this with her
high-energy, enthusiastic way of relating
to the audience, and you've got a dynamite
show.
I'd like to see Koko broaden her style a
bit. Her sets consist almost entirely of
straight Chicago blues numbers, and after
a while it can get pretty predictable. She
more than makes up for it with her amazing energy, but if she mixed in a few soul
tunes and developed a bit more rhythm
and blues style, I think she'd be unbeatable. She's almost that now, so maybe it's
just a matter of time.
The Vipers did a fine job of backing Koko, by the way. By the second night of the
three night stand they were very tight with
her, adding good, strong fills in all the
right places. They were right up to Taylor's hard-driving, demanding energy level
the entire time, but were careful to avoid
drowning her out in all the excitement
busting loose in the basementful of boogie.
-Jim Dulzo

Three Dog Night
Chambers
Bros
At Crisler Arena
It seems Three Dog Night is trying to get
away from their past. Most of the songs
STRATA

HOW DOES A PERSON BECOME -INVOLVED IN
BROADCASTING AS A CAREER?
%i
WHATMTHE
FUTURE OF FMT"
-Jp
' '

they blitzed through were various shades
of new, and each had the same delivery.
Loud, too loud for the sound system and
for Crisler. Three Dog Night is sort of the
basketball team of pop, they have to go
through a lot of fast, flashy moves to make
a point.
They did the biggies: "One", "Shambala", and the inevitable "Joy to the World".
They had three costume changes and a
big super-kitsch fifties send-up which got
applause but had none of the authentic
charm that the original street singers had.
Floyd Sneed had a flashy drum solo, and
an electronics freak by the name of Wizard
did some competent sound effects in quad,
but nothing you'd play twice. He
was dressed up in a Spiderman costume
and was blessedly silent.
Three Dog Night's usually precise harmony gets sloppy in concert. They neglected the one talent that makes them listenable in small doses, and had to cover up
with a lot of flash. They flashed on cut
after cut; it was like a strobe-eventually
you gotta ignore it or it'll make you crazy.
If 3DN had any mercy, they'd set their
serfs free. Floyd Sneed is a good drummer,
and Mike Alsup plays some even and economic guitar; but they aren't enough to
support the hype. Three Dog Night didn't
sweat at all, and you can't rock 'n' roll
without sweat.
Lack of sweat plagued the Chambers as
well. It's a crying shame that they have
sunk so low. A group with such a original
raunchy-gospel sound should not be doing
remakes of "I Who Have Nothing" and Len
Barry's "1-2-3". I thought at first that
they were trying to be Three Dog Night.
Someone should tell them talent consists
of-more that the unsuccessful, pitiful attempt to keep a half-full arena clapping
it's hands in unison.
-Paul Grant

Junior Walker
&TheAll Stars
At the Prirno Showbar
When I heard that Junior Walker was going to be strutting his stuff at the Primo,
my pulse quickly went up a few notches.
Junior is a real legend in the Motor City,
and I've been toe-tapping to his fabulous
funky sound for a long time. The chance
to hear him live, close-up, with lots of
room to dance, definitely rated as a hot
prospect around Ann Ann Arbor.
We were not disappointed. In fact, most
people were elated by the fine combina-

46SELDEN

DETROIT

1-831-1666

McCoy Ty ner Quartet
Friday & Saturday

APRIL 5 & 6

WHAffiBOUT QUADROPHONIC?
Shows: 9:30 & 12:00 Tickets: $4 per show; $6 both shows

DROP A CARD TO

JSTENS

iv v2930 E JEFFERSON
C
DETROIT MICHIGAN
48207

Tickets at: Discount Records (S. Univ.) & World Headquarters (Maynard)

AMI Arbor

AND IN THE MEANTIME STAY TUNED TO

662-3903

VOTE!!
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tion of good tunes, showbiz flash, and
plain hard work.
The All Stars consist of two guitarists,
two drummers, an organist and a bass player. Ihey play that Marvelous Motown Music with a rock solid beat. The band is
very tight, and spent most of its time building up huge amounts of exciting, raw energy.
The first twenty minutes, or so was strictly warm-up instrumentals, allowing the
band members and the audience to work
out and work up to Junior's eventual appearance on stage. Then there was an unidentified male vocalist who crooned a few
tunes.
He was very good; in fact he and the All
Stars seemed perfectly capable of putting
on a full-blown, satisfying concert on their
own. This made Junior's appearance on
stage even moie climactic. He strolled on
to an already-sweating audience and a hardcooking band, and proceeded to knock
everyone up two or three more orbits.
The thing I remember most was how
hard Junior Walker works. He squeezes
notes out of his sax, sweat running down
his face, pushing his band hard, drawing
energy from the audience and giving it
right back to them with a heavy, throbbing
beat that just doesn't quit. He must have
played all of his tunes, running through
"Cleo's Mood", "Pucker Up Buttercup",
"Gimme That Beat", "Shotgun","Roadrunner", "How Sweet It Is To Be Loved
By You", and a dozen more. His vocals
were just like his sax playing: hard-driving
and clean cut, with plenty of guts.
He left the audience limp with exhaustion, almost too tired to dance any more.
And in this town that is a real accomplishment. Junior Walker has been doing that
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Marijuana Is Not A Crime
(We support the S5 Weed Law)

VOTE YES
on

APRIL
1ST
UAC-Daystar presents
THURSDAY, APRIL 18

GLADYS khlGHT
and

also

TH
Koko Tayloi

photo by Eli Zaret

for close to fifteen years now, and he just gets better and better at it. The only explanation is that he loves his work.
Or, as he told me, "I go out there to have a good time with,
everybody. If the audience digs it, they let me know, and when
everyone's having a good time, It's not work, it's fun."
--Jim Dulzo

HC PIPS

and

The Soulful Soulmates
hot/i
concerts

CRISLERJftRENA
in Ann Arbor

What Love Has
Done To Me

PROBLEMS?

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10

QUESTIONS?

The Torch Singers

ABOUT DRUGS?

J. Ceils Band
and

Hosted by Lisa Gottlieb
Sunday, March 24 9 p.m..
Featuring Ruth Etting (pictured here), Helen Morgan, Jane Fromann, Franny Brice, Billie Holiday (with the Teddy Wilson OrchJ,
Bette Midler, Janis Joplin, Lavern Baker, Dinah Washington and

more!

A M»"W W7M*M
on WBT
WABX-r
M^
99.5 on vou r dial

761-HELP
621E.WfIliams

Tickets 2.50. 3.50. 4.50 and 5.50 available at Hudson's in
Detroit, and at the Michigan Union in Ann Arbor, or in.
certified check or money order with stamped envelope to
U.AC-DAYSTAR. MichiJan Union. Ann Arbor. Mr4Nl<i4

BIKERS!
WOMANSPACE
April 2nd thru 27th at the

DON T WAIT TILLTHE LAST MINUTE...
Get your bike ready for riding-

UNION GALLERY

Professional Mechanic will tune up your motorcycle.

1st floor Michigan Union
530 S. State
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

By Appointment or Bring it over!
Understands Bikers and Bikes

BYRON
113 Buffallo, Ypsi.

485-2275

ALSO:

CUSTOM PAINT &
BICYCLE REPAIRS

THE BLIND PIG
208 S.FIRST
ANN ARBOR
769-1849

You are cordially invited
to attend the Opening Reception
on Sunday, April 7th 4-6pm

PRINTS*SCULPTURE*PAIIMTING
FIBRES*PHOTOGRAPHY
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The

RGROUND
Ballroom Rock 'N Roll Dancing

3/22-24

STORM

3/27-31

JEFFREY

4/3-7

STRAIGHT LIGHT

NO COVER WED.JHURS., or SUN.

Nightly Specials
WEDNESDAY: Sloe Screw 1/2 price
THURSDAY: Beer & Doubles 1/2 price
SUNDAY: Tequila 1/2 price

2655Washtenaw
Ypsilanti
'////£»:

Erie Dolphy
Eric Dolphy :77ie Great Concert,
Prestige 34002.
Through most of the 1950s and at least
half of the sizzling sixties, it was Prestige
Record's business and pleasure to record
dozens of the jumpingest jazz artists of
those days. Vinyl artifacts aptly stamped
"Prestige" came copiously from the likes
of John Coltrane, Yusef Lateef, Miles Davis, Sonny Rollins, Clifford Brown, The
MJQ, and Eric Dolphy. Over the years popular interest in these recordings died for
numerous reasons and members of the
cult that retained interest, and occassional
wide earred new initiates, felt fortunate
indeed to come by chance upon a black
pearl like "Eric Dolphy, In Europe, Vol. 2"
amongst the slop for sale in supermarket
bargain bins.
Well, the people at Prestige (as well as
Fantasy and Milestone) have correctly
reckoned the commercial and aesthetic
value of reissuing these little beauties and
have made many of them available in tworecord sets-two for the price of 1 and 1/2
or between S5-S6 around town. Their most
recent re-release is The Great Concert of
Eric Dolphy, Prestige 34002-3, a three record set recorded live one hot summer
night in 1961 at New York City's late, lamented Five Spot.
1961 was almost the beginning of both
social'and musical upheavals whose effects
are still being felt. Musically, Be-bop was
stagnant, Charlie Parker was dead. Ornette
Coleman, Cecil Taylor, and John Coltrane
were alive and screaming. And so were
Eric Dolphy and Booker Little. Along with
Mal Waldron, piano; Richard Davis, bass;
and Eddie Blackwell, drums; those two
battled beautifully for two weeks at the
Five Spot to create order from chaos or
new order from the old order. That year,
Eric was voted new star on alto sax, flute,
and bass clarinet, simultaneously, by the
Down Beat International Critics' Poll (one
of the few hip things they've ever done)
and we hear him generously on all three
horns in this collection
Eric was firmly committed to the New
Music and played free and human-sounding; a particular goal of his vision was to
put the human voice back into the music.
His work on bass clarinet, an instrument
he introduced to the jazz community, is
especially moving throughout, and on such
cuts as "Bee Vamp" or "Bookefs Waltz"
Eric manages to range from the burlesque
to the painfully beautiful to the simply
painful. Booker Little, the 23-year old
trumpet flash who was to die of uremia
three months after this date was done, evidently was trying to integrate both schoollearned elements and his free impulses
and/but manages to burn. Mal Waldron
and Richard Davis are individually brilliant
and imaginative and contribute juicily to
the unit although their music at the time
was not quite as high as Eric and Booker's.
But Eddie Blackwell had been drumming
and driving for several years with Ornette
and is in there all the time ka-ch-ch-chinking.
There's a lot of music here. Music that
was and is both a reflection of the reality
that was and a definition of what it was
to be. Listen and discover the pleasure and
insight that comes with going forward into the past.
-Bill Adler

Paul Simon
Paul Simon: Live Rhymin'
Col. P.C. 32855
Why Paul Simon? Why, of all the minstrels of the folk scene has Paul Simon
emerged as Superstar? When James Tay-
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lor and his siblings and imitators have faded, when the soft-sound is so easy to achieve
and thereby abuse-why does Paul Simon
still shine?
I heard "The Sounds of Silence" in the
Fall of'65.1 had all the Simon & Garfunkel albums and eventually gave them en
masse to my kid sister. I thought 1 had outgrown them. But I was wrong, they had
merely become so familiar that I no longer needed the vinyl reminder. Sure, each
album had weak cuts, each single got radio
overdose, each song was added to the repertoire of every half-assed guitar strummer. Simon & Garfunkel were campfire
and basement standby s. Familiarity breeds
contempt.
But we all forget that, in the days before
FM meant something, the soft-sounds of
Simon & Garfunkel were clear skies amidst
the pollution of AM Top-Forty Radio.
They were vinyl poets for the masses, and
in that, they preceded Dylan. The words
meant something, and in the days that
"My Babv Doesthe Hanky Panky" was typical fare, they were a feast.
Simon & Garfunkel was always Simon's
show. He stole from the anthologies and
the streets, developing a sound that stung
and soothed simultaneously. Eventually
they broke up. Without going into Rock
& Rolling Stone gossip, there was just nowhere else to go. In 1972 Simon soloed
with an album that confused many, with
its scarcity of hummable tunes. He hid for
awhile, and then sprang There Goes Rhymin Simon on a waiting world. In this reviewers opinion it is the great album of
1973, ranking with Sgt. Peppers and Pet
Sounds.
Live Rhymin' touches all the bases. Every
past album is represented. The amazing
truth is that Simon does not allow himself
to be dated. There is no sense of dredging
up a tired old favorite to get the applause
five seconds into the intro. "The Sounds
of Silence" and "Homeward Bound" are
both here, but reatranged and fresher than
ever. Each song is a crowd pleaser, yet they
transcend simple favoritism. Accoustically
Simon delivers a crisp flowing line, vocally
he sounds calm and controlled.
Simon uses two back-up groups playing
behind him on "The Boxer", "Duncan"
and "El Condor Pasa". They are a South
American group Uruhamba, on mandolin,
recorder, panpipes and tribal drum. The
blend is most effective on "The Boxer"
and the first side closes to a round of thunder.
Side two features the Jessy Dixon Group
and Singers, a soul group Simon heard in
Newport in New York. "Bridge Over Troubled Water" was a Garfunkel vehicle, sweet
and mellow. In Simon's solo hands it achieves new dimensions. And "Loves Me
Like a Rock" comes over better than on
the There Goes Rhymin'Simon disc. For
an encore, I assume, Simon sings "America",
getting a cheer on the line "Counting the
cars on the New Jersey Turnpike."
Everyone else puts out deluxe doublelive-packages. Simon has chosen to release
a single economical disc, fifty minutes of
America, sweet and sad. This album does
the impossible, it captures a concert without cheating the record buyer. This is not
a rehash of tired material. It's a one man
recital delivered by a mature artist. Why
Paul Simon? Live Rhymin' evokes the
past without weary nostalgia and that is
a true artistic accomplishment.
-Paul J. Grant

Luther Allison
Luther Allison: Luther's Blues,
GordyG967Vl.
Ann Arbor "discovered" Luther Allison,
and Ann Arbor loves Luther Allison, and if
we can't have him in person, the next best

VOTE!!
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LUTHERS
BLUES

LUTHER
ALUSON

THE WEATHER fS CLEARING UP

Everything evolves, such is the law of
nature.
After the Jays of rain, here's fine weather
coming!
In an instant the earth lias cast a/fits damp
clothing;
O'er ten thousand li the land spreads its
brocade coverture.
Under a warm sun and balmy wind flowers
smile with rapture;
thing is a Luther Allison album. Right?
In the tall trees with shiny boughs birds
Right!
their trills rehearse.
This is Luther's second album for MoJoy fills man's heart as well as the universe.
town, better than the first,but still with a
After the bitter comes the sweet: so runs
few weaknesses. Fortunately they are mithe course of nature.
nor and the improvements far more.
Ho
Chi
Minh
Motown still insists on its touch of soul
August 29, 1942
.but lets Luther play a little more blues here
September 10, 1943
starting with the fine title tune, written by
Luther, and featuring his famous "talking
guitar."
From ancient times the days surroundIn fact, Luther's guitar is much more eving March 20th have been celebrated all
ident all through this album. Expressive,
over the planet Earth as special days, ofeloquent,slashing, stinging, talking. . .
ten to the extent of being holy days. In
singing. This is the bluesman who has exthis country March 20th is discreetly called
cited audiences as few other modern
the First Day of Spring. What actually has
young bluesmen have done.
happened is the completion of another
Luther came to Ann Arbor first, back
year and the beginning of the next-or,
in the spring of 1969 a sort of preview
more concretely, the Earth has returned
for the upcoming Ann Arbor Blues Festito a position where the poles are directly
val. John Fischel found him in a little
north and south, the equator is lined up
club in Chicago, booked him to the festiwith the Earth's line of orbit around the
val, and brought him here for a special
Sun, and the daylight time and night time
concert at the Union.
are
equal. This is known as the Spring EquiAlmost nobody here had heard of Luther Allison. And the "crowd" who show- nox.
For us in the northern hemisphere this
ed up for that first concert numbered less
time marks the end of the long cold sleep
than 500. But they were so impressed by
of winter and the beginning, awakening,
what they heard that-they slipped out to
or revitalizing of literally every living thing
call friends, and by the time the intermisaround us. It is from this point on that
sion was over and the second half began,
days start getting longer and warmer, the
the Union ballroom was jammed.
buds start budding out of the trees, bushes,
Luther came back to the first Blues
and ground, many different animals give
Festival, and in the company of the greatbirth to their young, and most humans
est, he not only held his own, but he was
experience some sort of "spring fever"one of the stars of the show.
a much more real sensation than some peoHe's been back to every festival, and
ple may recognize.
to several club and concert dates in beAstrologically the Sun moved into the
tween, and every time the word gets around
that Luther's in town, and the place is pack- zodiacal sign Aries on March 20. (The sign
the Sun is in can clue you to the very esed.
It's hard to describe the effect he has on sence of the type of energy that is available at any given time.) All the zodiacal
an audience, except that it's as electric as
his guitar. The rapport is amazing, and the signs are described as either fire, earth, air
or water. Aries is a fire sign. It is the beamount of love that flows back and forth
ginning of the zodiacal cycle. It is pure
between the audience and Luther is amaenergy pouring forth after being stored all
zing to behold.
winter. It is symbolized by a Ram, chargBut little of that energy has ever been
ing head first and fast into whatever lies
captured on record, and this album is no
exception. All the words, all the notes are ahead. It is agressive and initiating, somethere, but the excitement isn't. His voice, times arrogant, always active, courageous,
often foolhardy and scattered.
especially on Roosevelt Sykes old blues
Aries is ruled by Mars. (Each sign of the
song, "Driving Wheel," is strained, and
zodiac
has a planet that works most in
"Studio-sounding."
harmony with it to put forth certain kinds
A few months ago at the Primo Show
of energy.) Mars is an unfortunate name
Bar, Luther played to his usual capacity
crowd. The tapes from that performance, for that planet because Mars was the Greek
god of war. What the planet actually does
played over the "Gene's Blues" show on
is lend tremendous amounts of pure energy
WCBN capture a feeling that none of
to whatever sign it is traveling through.
Luther's albums have done.
How we then use that energy is the imHere was the blues - the gut-wrenchportant
tiling. Because many people are
ing, dues-paid, heart-searing blues that's
not consciously aware of changes in cosnever been captured on record. Luther
mic energy and don't know how to use it,
and his audience made it happen that
it can get stifled and misdirected, or not
night and maybe the audience was as imdirected at all, very easily. Mars' energy
portant as Luther.
But that's what Luther needs to make
Pharoah Sanders' latest reiease on Ima really great record one that's in him
pulse is a treat. It's his best album in
and never gotten out yet.
some time, ranking with the Karma and
If it ever does - if somebody has the
Tauhid masterpieces.
guts and taste to record him live before
And it's also one of his most accessible
a good audience - it will knock the rereleases. Accessible in the sense that even
cord-buying public right on'their collecpeople who've been scorning jazz as too
tive asses.
"dissonant" all this time couldn't help
"Luther's Blues" is a fine album. It's
but tap their feet to more than half this
the next best thing. But it's definitely
record. Just as Pharoah stomped to the
next best.
-Doug Fulton
poly-rhythms while perfoming the Elevation ritual several months ago at the late,
lamented King Pleasure.
Pharoah Sanders: Elevation
Elevation. Pharoah has a knack for
___Impulse AF9261
precise understatement. For putting ac-

Pharoah Sanders

can be very dangerous if not directed with
a good heart and good intentions. Stifled
energy often blurts out in the form of violence-witness the high schools, junior highs,
and elementary schools during the Spring
year after year as Atnerika tries to stifle
and control the energy.
But all the planets and signs, as well as
all of us humans, contain both the good
and the bad. It's up to us to try and understand the potentials and then develop with-

and couple that with deep feelings for justice, and longing for harmony and order.
For some it will be extremely frustating,
for others a source of daily inspiration,
some people will feel torn apart inside,
others will stifle it all to who knows what
end. Some people will pervert this energy
beyond recognition, trying to force an order that is unnatural and seek facts for selfish purposes. We'll see.
April 1st is also very interesting. It is the

The wise person rules the stars-the
ignorant person is ruled by tJiem.
in ourselves the good and try to minimize
the bad. Studying our own individual birth
charts (horoscopes) in relation to where
the planets are from day to day can help
us understand our own potentials and hang
ups in a very detailed way.
During these weeks, until April 20th,
Mars itself is traveling through the sign
Gemini. Gemini is symbolized by twins,
going from one extreme to the other, or
covering a very broad scope of interests.
Gemini has to do with learning and teaching the many facts available about any subject, taking short journeys to add to experience-and thinking very detailed and vigourously. Mars has been in Gemini since
the end of February-this is a good time
for investigations, seeking out the facts.
It's also nice to know that there's a full
moon in Libra on April 6th this year. Our
relationship to the Moon is underestimated.
The Moon has to do with our reactions,
like to people, places, events-therefore
our emotions and feelings and expressions
of those. Libra seeks justice and harmony
particularly; it is symbolized by scales.
You can use your imagination as to how
different people wit) use the Aries and
Mars energy to investigate different things

day of the Third Annual Ann Arbor Hash
Festival (or Hash Bash) on the Diag. It is
also Election Day in Ann Arbor-very important to vote for the $5 Weed Law and
Rent Control. Early that morning the
Moon will move into Leo. For positive
thinking, good intentioned people, Leo
is one of the most creatively energetic,
friendly, and initiative of the twelve signs.
But for those not so inspired it is a source
of selfish ego, authoritative arrogance, and
cold individuality. It will be noteworthy
to see how City Hall and the police relate
to the Hash Festival and voting activities
of the day.
There are many other planets and signs
all around us. It is not a matter of influences coming down on us that are beyond our
control, that dictate our fate--that's the
honky newspaper astrologers' approach.
"The wise person rules the stars-the ignorant person is ruled by them." Astrology,
when understood properly, is liberating
and teaches us that we do have the collective power to understand and seize control
of our own lives again and to change the
course of history in favor of a more harmonious and cooperative existence.
-Genie Plamondon

ross his entire point in the music, and
then for those who can't quite take it
from there, a few blunt phrases beckon
out from his album covers. Elevation.
Gathering. Black Unity. Red, Black and
Green. Astral Travelling. Love is Everywhere (which Impulse should release as
a single already).
This is visionary music, right down to
the irridescent pyramid gracing the cover.
The themes are soulfully melodic and
rich. The rhythms bouncy, almost calypso and latin-sounding, enriched by Pharoah's variety of hand-made African percussion and reed tools. And every so often

Pharoah breaks from the melody with
screarning saxophonic sounds never before heard or felt, alternating with his
own passionate vocal incantations of Olim.
The sound of the peace that comes only
with struggle.
This is a very well mixed, live recording. You're not likely to hear it on your
radio (not yet, anyway). For those who
have yet to take off on Pharoah, this is
a good one to start with. For those who
have already been hooked on his genius,
Elevation should stand out as one of
THE records to get off on. David Fenton

FRIDAY MARCH 22
Moon in Pisces

Flames, $.75
"Primo Showbar Benefit for the Ark
Coffeehouse, bands to be announced

MUSIC

MOVIES

*Blind Pig-John Nicholas & Boogie
Woogie Red, $1.00
*Flood's- Blue Blazes, $1.00
*Ark-Joe Hickerson, $2.50
*Rubiyat Fox Fire

MOVIES

"Future Worlds Lecture Series '74-George
Brogstrom, nutritionist and author of
"The Hungry Planet" and "Too Many",
Hill Aud., 3-5 pm

SATURDAY MARCH 23
Moon in Pisces then Aries 11:02 am
MUSIC

"Blind Pig-Okra, $.75
"Flood's-Vipers, $.75
"Ark-Hoot, $.50
"Underground (Ypsi) Jeffrey, no cover

"Blind Pig-Jack Dewey, $.50
"Flood's Brooklyn Blues Busters, $.75
"Primo Showbar-Detroit, $1.00
"Del Rio-Jazz around 5:30 pm
"Underground (Ypsi)-Storm, $1.00
"Masonic Aud. (Detroit)-Todd Rundgrin,
Stanley "The Madhatter" emcee

MOVIES

*A2 Film Coop-"The Wild Child", Angell Hall Aud. A., 7 & 9 pm, $1.00
"MUD Cinema (EMU)-"Romeo and Juliet", Strong Aud., 7 & 9:30 pm, $1.00
"New World Film Coop "The Magus",
Nat. Sci. Aud., 7 & 9 pm. $1.00

Anti-Rape
Conference

TV
"Channel 56 3 pm-Consultation: "Suicide or Life" Dr. Gilbert Hefter discusses
the helplessnes, hopelessness and despair
of the suicide victim, also focusing on the
relationship between feeling isolated and

MOVIES
"Cinema Guild "All Quiet on the Wes-

terp Front", Arch. Aud., 7 & 9:05 pm,
$1.00

"Cinema II-"Une Femme Douce". An-

SATURDAY MARCH 23 9-5:30 pm
"The Politics of Rape"
Part II of the state-wide Anti-Rape Conference

f'

American Indian Unlimited..........761-1352 I
Ann Arbor People's Food Coop..761-8173
Ann Arbor SUN............................761-7149
Black Advocate.............................763-4188
Chicane Advocate.........................764-4188
|
Children's Community Center.......663-4392
City HaH.......................................761-2400
|
Community Switchboard.............663-1111
Walk-in and 24 hour phone
|g ' Crisis
service...........................................761-9834
Democrats.....................................665-6529
Drug Help.....................................761-HELP
Express Teen Clinic.......................769-8367
Fire Department...........................663-4138
Fontana Taylor Ambulance
Service..........................................971-2349
Free People's Clink......................761-8952
Gay Hotline..................................761-2044
Gay Awareness Women's

gell Hall Aud. B, 7 & 9 pm, $1.00
*New World Film Coop-"Night of the
Iguana", Nat. Sci. Aud., 7 & 9 pm, $1.25
"Third World Film Series (EMU)-"Richard", Strong Aud., 7 & 9 pm, $1.00

I
I
I

TV
Channel 56 5:30 pm-Great Decisions
"The People's Republic of China:Towards A New Society?"

D
I
A
L

A

"Cable 3 7:30 pm-Community Dialogue,
Bruce Warshal hosts 2nd and 3rd Ward
City Council candidates
"Channel 56 3 pm-Woman "Why Women
are Dissatisfied with Their Gynecologists?'
"Channel 56 7 pm-"Para Mi Pueblo"
This Series focuses on problem areas of
concern to Latinos in Detroit. Also various Latino cultural events and historical
perspectives of the Latino community in
Detroit are topics of coverage.
"Channel 56 7:30 pm-"Interface" exploring the process by which cultures come
come together, blend, interact, struggle for
dominance and occassional explode in
America.

N
U
M

Meeting at the American Legion Hall
1035 S. Main St. 668-6141 (or call 761WISE for info)
9:00 Registration
9-10 Introduction, speakers
10-12 Workshops
Lunce
2-5:30 Workshops
5:30 Potluck for all participants
WORKSHOP TOPICS:
What to Expect From the Police
Blaming the Victim: WHY!!?
Male Attitudes Towards Rape
Victim's Physical and Emotional Needs
Destructive Myths About Rape
Where Sex Ends and Rape Begins
Passing New Legislation
How Men Can Help
Focus: Working .Women
Setting Up Rape Crisis Centers
Sell Defense

Gay Liberation Front...................761-2044
G.I. & Draft Counseling ...........761-2017
Herself Newspaper........................663-1 285

Human Rights Party......................761-6650
Legal Aid......................................665-6146
Learning Exchange.......................662-5189
Lettuce Boycott...........................763-0285
Media tries.....................................761-5079

*********

Michigan Daily..............................764-0562

TUNE IN

New World Films..........................761-9855
Octagon House.............................662-4587
Ozone House................................769-6540
Planned Parenthood.....................663-3307

WEMU88.1 FM (487-2229)
"Late Night Show," 10:30-lam Mon-Sat.
"Jazz Scope" Sat. 6-10 pm
WCBN 89.5 FM (761-3500)

Police Department........................769-6311

Problem Pregnancy Help...............769-7283
Project Community......................763-3548

Radical Lesbians...........................763-4186

R

Jim Dulzo (Jazz & R&B) Fri. noon-3pm
Chris McCabe (new releases) Sat. 6:30-

Rainbow Agency.......................... 761-764'
Student Locater (U of M).............764-2330

8pm, Mon. noon-3pm

76-GUIDE................................... 76-GUIDE

Bill Adler (jazz) Wed. 8:30-mid.

Superior Ambulance Service.........769-2300

SOS (Ypsi)....................................485-3222
Suicide Prevention Center.............761-9834
Tenants'Union..............................761-1225
Trotter House..........................^...763-4692
Uof M Hospital...................... .....764-1817
Women's Community School........763-4186
Women's
rvuincn $ ^HM!> *-ciuci.................. /OI-WI^JD

and Singers, $2.50
"Underground (Ypsi)- Jeffrey, $1.00

"Blind Pig-Vipers, $.75
"Flood's-Radio King, $1.00
"Rubiyat Fox Fire
"Underground (Ypsi)-Jeffrey, no cover

*A2 Film Coop-"Devil by the Tail", Angell Hall Aud. A., 7 & 9 pm, $1.00
"Cinema Guild-"Bonnie and Clyde" and
"Trouble in Paradise", Arch. Aud., 6:30
& 10:15 pm and 8:30 pm respectively,
$1.00
"MUD Cinema (EMU)-"Romeo and Juliet", Strong Aud., 7 & 9:30 pm, $1.00
"New World Film Coop "The Magus",
Nat. Sci.Aud., 7 & 9 pm, $1.25

MUSIC

MEETINGS

MUSIC

MOVIES

SUNDAY MARCH 24
Moon in Aries

"Pete Seeger" (Part I)

"Blind Pig-Muskadine Blues Band, $1.00
"Flood's-Tate Blues Band, $1.00
"Rubiyat-Fox Fire

THURSDAY MARCH 28
Moon in Gemini

MUSIC

Gene Hyman (blues) Thur. 8:30-mid.
"Talkback" (call-in show) Mpn-Fri 7:30-

8:30 pm.
+

MUSIC

victim.
"Channel 56 10 pm "The Oleanna Trial:

"Revolutionary Communist Youth-"Strategy and Tactics in the Imperialist Epoch",
Michigan Union Room 4202, 7:30 pm.
"Center for Russian and East European
Studies-Brown Lunchbag meetings:
"Post-war Hungarian Poetry", Emery
George. Lane Hall Commons Room 12:00

WEDNESDAY MARCH 27
Moon in Taurus then Gemini 11:23pm

"Cinema Guild-"Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe", Arch. Aud., 7 & 9:05 pm, $1.00 '
"Cinema iI-"China is Near", Angell Hall
Aud. B, 7 & 9pm, $1.00 '
*UAC-Mediatrics-"Sounder", Nat. Sci.
Aud., 7 & 9:30pm, $1.00
^ "Third World Film Series (EMU)-"Richard", Strong Aud., 7 & 9 pm, $1.00

"Blind Pig-Okra, $.75
"Flood's-Johnny James and the Blue

the chances for becoming another suicide

"Center for Russian and East European
Studies-Non Russian Nationalities of
the U.S.S.R.: "The Ukrainians in the
U.S.S.R." Roman Szporluk, Rackham,
East Conference Room, 4 pm

MOVIES

MUSIC

FRIDAY MARCH 29
Moon in Gemini

MEETINGS

"Blind Pig-John Nicholas & Boogie
Woogie Red, $1.00
"Flood's-Blue Blazes, $1.00
"Primo Showbar-Rockets, $1.50
"Del Rio-Poetry Readings, afternoons.
*Ark-Joe Hickerson, $2.50
"Underground (Ypsi)-Storm, $1.00
"Rubiyat-Fox Fire

TUESDAY MARCH 26
Moon in Taurus

"Center For Russian and East European
Studies-Non-Russian Nationalities of the
U.S.S.R.:"Central Asia in Soviet National
Policy" Greg Hodnett, Rackham, West
Conference Room, 4pm.
"HRP-Mass Meeting, 7:30 call 761-6650
or stop by at 516 E. Williams for more
info.

"Cable 3 7:30 pm-Community Dialogue,
Bruce Warshal hosts A2 City Council
members
"Channel 56 8:30 pm-"Towers of Frustration". A documentary examining conditions in a typical public housing project:
the Stella Wright complex in Newark.
"Channel 56 9 pm-Black Journal "I See
the Future" Clairvoyant Lillian Crosby
and astrologer Jertha Love give their predictions on the future of the U.S. ot A
and black people as well as answer phone
in questions.
"Channel 56 10 pm-Detroit Black Journal

Cable 3 7:30 pm-"Meet the Candidates"
(live) 4th Ward City Council candidates
for upcoming election.

TV

MEETINGS

TV

TV

MUSIC

"Cable 3 7:30 pm-Community Dialogue,
host Bruce Warshal and 4th and 5th ward
City Council candidates
"Channel 56 2: 15 pm-Living Better:
"Supermarket Dollar" Discussion of
labels on supermarket products; the quantity of foods obtained, dependence on
planned shopping, the selection of lowcost foods, sale items and using left-overs.
"Channel 56 10 pm-"Our Violent Universe" Revolutionary discoveries in the
field of astronomy and humankind's
changing notions of the cosmos will be
^examined.

LECTURES

"Cinema Guild-"Floating Weeds", Arch.
Aud., 7&9:05 pm, $1.00
"Cinema II-"Jules and Jim", Angell Hall
Aud. B, 7&9pm, $1.00
"New World Media-U.S. Intervention,
Neo-Colonialism and the CIA, "Who Invited US?" and "Hour of the Furnaces"
Part III, East Quad Aud., 8 pm, free
*UAC-Mediatrics-"Sounder", Nat. Sci.
Aud., 7&9:30pm, $1.00
"MUD Cinema (EMU)-"Lady Sings the
Blues", Strong Aud., 7 & 9:30 pm, $1.00

Tlood's-Jazz Crossing, $.50
"Primo Showbar-Radio King. $1.00
"The Brewery (E. Lansing)-Aerosmith,
$3.00

TV

*A2 Film Coop-"Camelot", Angell Hall
Aud. A, 6:45 * 9:30 pm, $1.00
"Cinema Guild-"Bonnie and Clyde" and
"Trouble in Paradise", Arch. Aud., 6:30
& 10:15 pm and 8:30 pm respectively,
$1.00
"New World Film Coop-"Farenheit 451",
Modern Lang. Aud. 3, 7 & 9 pm, $1.25

*Primo Showbar-Rockets, $1.50
"Underground (Ypsi)-Storm, $1.00

MONDAY MARCH 25
Moon in Aries then Taurus 6:10 pm
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iVHNE 95 FM
Nostalgia-oldies station. Good dance program on late Sat. nights.

*
1111****.

"Ark- Bessie Jones and Georgia Seals

MOVIES

"Cinema Guild- Jean Cocteau Weekend:
"Blood of a Poet", Arch. Aud., 7 & 9 pm,
$1.00
"Cinema II-"Yankee Doodle Dandy",

Angell Hall, Aud. B, 7 & 9: 15 pm, $1.00
*UAC-Mediatrics-"Sleuth", Nat. Sci.

Aud., 7 &9:30pm, $1.00
"MUD Cinema (EMU)-"Romeo and Juliet", Strong Aud., 7 & 9:30 pm, $1.00

TV

"Cable 3 7:30 pm-"Meet the Candidates"
(live), 5th ward City Council candidates
in upcoming city election
"Channel 56 6:30 pm Course of Our
Times: "The Best of Times, the Worst of
Times" Focus on significant world-wide
events of 1971 like the People's Republic
of China entering the U.N., the Sino-Soviet conflicts, East-West relaxation of
tensions, the U.S.of A's loss of role as
******

WABX99.5 FM(961-5675)
David Perry Mon-Fri 6-10am
Rhonda Tanton, Sat. 7am-12noon
Dan Carlisle, Mon.-Thurs. 10am-2pm,
Sun. noon-5pm
Mark Parenteau, Tues-Fri 2-6pm
Fri 5-10pm
Dennis Frawley, Mon-Thurs 6-1 Opm
Fri 5-10pm
Jack Broderick Mon-Weds 10pm-2am
Paul Greiner, Thur-Sun 10pm-2am, Mon 26pm
Dick Tyne, "AH Night Images"
News, Mon-Sun 7:30, 8:30am, and 12 noon
Allan Watts Show, Sat 8-9 am
BBC Concerts, Sun 9pm
National Lampoon Radio Half-Hour,
Sun 10pm
Upcoming Concert listing-Mon. Wed.
Fri at 5 pm, Sat. 4 pm
WRIF 101 FM (444-1111) Programmed
hits from ABC New York. The DJ's all
sound the same.
WDFT 101.9FM
Bud Spangler, "Jasz Today" Mon 9pmlam, repeat Sat. 12mid-4am.
Jim Gallert "Jazz Yesterday" Thur 6-8pm
Ken Cox "Kaleidophone"Sat. 5-8pm
"Bombay Bicycle Club" Phil Mendelson.
Stu Witmer, and Mike McCoy, Mon-Fri
4-6pm.
WNRZ 102.9 FM 9pm-6am (665-0569)
Joe Tiboni Fri & Sun "early", Mon. "late"
Ruth Bennett, Thur & Fri "early" Sun
"late"
Peter Steinmetz, Sat & Tues "early"'
Ann Christ. Sat. & Weds, "late"
Larry Monroe, Mon. "early", Thur "late"
"News with Griff" three times of so a
day.
WIOT 104.7 FM (419-248-3377)
Dorian Paster, Mon-Fri 7-11 am
Rick Bird Mon Fri llam-3pm
Chris Loop, Mon-Fri 3-7pm
Dave Loncoa, Mon-Fri 7-11pm
Terry Gerbstadt, Mon-Fri lipm-3am
Neil Lasher, Mon-Fri 3-7am
News 5 minutes before each hour.
WWWW 106.7 FM (961-1067)
Paul Sullivan Mon-Fri 6-10 am
Jim Jefferson, Mon-Fri 10am-2pm
Mike Benner Mon-Fri 2-6pm
Ken Calvert Mon-Fri 6-1 Opm
Karen Savelly, Mon-Fri I0pm-2am
Brent Wilson, Mon-Fri 2-6am

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

I_________^_,.* * *: * *******************
*

VOTE!!
fiscal arbiter of world fiscal policies and
others.

SATURDAY MARCH 30
Moon in Gemini then Cancer 3:40 am

MUSIC

* Blind Pig-Muskadine Blues Band, $1.00
*Flood's-Tate Blues Band, $1.00
*Rubiyat-Fox Fire
*Del Rio-Poetry readings, afternoons
* Ark- Bessie Jones & the Georgia Sea
Island Singers, $2.50
'Underground (Ypsi)-Jeffrey, $1.00

MOVIES

"Cinema Guild-Jean Cocteau Weekend:
"Orpheus", Arch. Aud., 7 & 9:05 pm,
"Cinema ll-"War and Peace (Part I), A
Angell Hall Aud. B, 6:45 & 10 pm, $1.25
*UAC-Mediatrics-"Sleuth", Nat. Sci.
AUG., 7 & 9:30 pm, $1.00
*Third World Film Series (EMU)-"MaIcolm X", Strong Aud., 7 & 9 pm, $1.00

SUNDAY MARCH 31
Moon in Cancer
MUSIC

*Blind Pig-Classical Music, S.50
"Flood's-Brooklyn Blues Busters, $.75
"Del Rio-Jazz starts around 5:30 pm,
no cover
"Underground (Ypsi)-Jeffrey, $1.00

MOVIES

"Cinema Guild-Jean Cocteau Weekend:
"Testament of Orpheus", Arch. Aud.,
7 & 9:05 pm, $1.00
"Cinema II-"War and Peace" (Part II),
Angell Hall Aud. B, 6:45 & 10 pm, $1.25
"Third World Film Series (EMU)-"Malcolm X", Strong Aud., 7 & 9 pm, $1.00

TV

"Channel 56 7:30pm- NOVA "The
Last of the Cuiva" A story about the
last six hundred of an almost extinct
tribe of South American Indians: leaves
you wondering about so-called civilized
society's values.

If you have items to be included in the
calendar, call Woody at the SUN,
761-7148.

MONDAY APRIL 1
Moon in Cancer then Leo 6:40 am
City Election Day and A 2 Third
Hash Festival
MUSIC
"Flood's-Asleep at the Wheel (C&W),
$2.50
"The Brewery-Spirit, $3.00

MOVIES
*MUD Cinema (EMU)-"The Godfather"
Strong Aud., 6:30 & 9:30 pm, $1.00
*New World Film Coop-"Trash" Mod
Lang. Aud. 3, 7 & 9 pm, $1.25

TV
"Channel 56 3 pm-Woman "Sexism in
Religion-Another View"
"Channel 56 7 pm-Para Mi Pueblo.Focuses on the culture, history and present
concerns of the Detroit Latinos
"Channel 56 7:30 pm-Interface. Series
concentrates on the coming together,
blending, conflict, and struggle for dominance of various cultures in the U.S. of A.
"Channel 56 8 pm-"The Mystery of the
Maya" The rediscovery of a 1.000 year old
Mayan temple interwoven with themes
of contemporary life.
"Channel 56 9 pm-"Loloma", profiles
Charles Loloma, a Hopi Indian, who is
a farmer, painter, sculptor, jeweler and
philosopher. Narrated by Rod McKuen.

MEETINGS
"Center for Russian and East European
Studies -Non-Russian Nationalities of
the U.S.S.R. "The Baltic Nations in the
Soviet State", Rasma Karklins, Rackham,
West Conference Roorn, 4 pm
*HRP-Victory Party call 761-6650 or
stop by at 516 E. Williams office for
more info.

TUESDAY APRIL 2
Moon in Leo
MUSIC

"Blind Pig-closed
"Flood's-Asleep at the Wheel, $2.50

MOVIES

*A2 Film Coop-"A Touch of Class",
Angell Hall Aud. A, 7 & 9 pm, SI.00
*Cinema Guild-"Potemkin" and "Footlight Parade", Arch. Aud., 8:30 pm and
6:30 & 10:15 pm respectively, $1.00
*MUD Cinema (EMU)-"The Godfather",
Strong Aud., 6:30 & 9:30 pm, SI.00
"New World Film Coop-"The Devil and
Miss Jones", Modern Lang. Aud. 3, 7 &9
pm, $1.25

MONDAY-FRIDAY

Learning Exchange
meetingfeducational
cooperative and resource center) 4 pm
every 4th Sunday of
the month, 802 Monroe St.

Cable 3-Local News
Jim Zimmerman 7pm
Cable 3 Community
Dialogue, host Bruce
Warshal. Various
people are interviewed
on local concerns.

MONDAY

MONDAY-SUNDAY

HRP Steering Committee meeting-516 t. Williamlabove the
Campus Bike Shop). 5:30 pm

Learning Exchange ^(educational coop and
resource center), call 662-5189 or come to
802 Monroe every night except Sat., 6-1 Opm

TUESDAY

COOPS

WEDNESDAY
GAWK (Gay Awareness Women's Koliectivc) -3rd floor conference room South
Wing, Michigan Union, 8 pm, all women
welcome.
Guild House Conversation-discussion on
"Man/Woman relating", soup and sandwiches, noon, S.40

THURSDAY
Picket Wrigley (Lettuce and Farah Boycott)
3:30-5:45 pm, Rides leave from north side
of Michigan Union at 3:15 pm, return at 6
pm

FRIDAY
Gay Coffeehouse-Halfway Inn. East Quad,
9 pm
Picket Wrigley (Lettuce & Farah Boycott)
3:30-5:45 pm, Rides leave from the north
side of Michigan Union at 3:15, return at
6 pm

SATURDAY
Picket Wrigley (Lettuce & Farah Boycott)
llam-5pm. Rides leave from north side of
Michigan Union 10:45, 12:45, and 2:45.
return at 1,3, and 5 pm. For more info
call Boycott office 763-0258, Dave Super
769-1326, in Ypsi, Mary Szczesiul 483-9593

LECTURES

"Future Worlds Lecture Series '74-John
Lilly, active in sensory deprivation experiments, sensitivity training and LSD
research, Hill Aud., 3-5 pm, $1,00
"Center for Russian and East European
Studies Non-Russian Nationalities of
the U.S.S.R.: "The Tribal Peoples of the
Soviet Far East", Frances Svenson, Rackham, West Conference Room, 4 pm

TV

"Itemized Coop (food)-call 663-1 111 for
distribution region, order, house, distribution house.
"Neighborhood Action Center Food Coop
(serving low income people). Call 769-3771
or visit the center at 543 N. Main, ask
for Greg.
*People's Food Coop -General meetings
twice a month. C.'all 761-8173 or visit the
store at 722 Packard for more info.
"People's Produce Coop (fruits, and vegetables)-$4.25 per week, order a week in
advance at 1305 Martin PI. or the Northside portable, llam-2pm. For more info
call 449-4210 or 662-8329.
*Ypsilanti Food Coop-SI.00 membership
fee allows you to pick up order forms at
401 S. Adams, distribution center the same,
10 am-lpm. For more info call John 4810689. Mike 483-5458, Gladys 485-0067,
or Maxine 482-2549.
*Coop Auto (car repair), Call 769-0220'
for appointment and info, 2232 S. Industrial Rd. 7:30am-5:30pm.
* Naked Wrench (bike repair) /call the
workshop 764-6177, Ray 761-1733. Bill
663-5S79, or Chris 665-0608

ART
"Museum of Art -Starting March 17, paintings
from Western University Collection, 17th-20th
Cent. Also contemporary art and Indian Art
from the permanent collection.
"Rackham-Starting March 14 University of
Michigan Undergraduate Show.
*Fotsythe Galleries-Till March 11 paintings
by Albert Mullen, sculpture by John Stephenson, and graphics by Paul Stewart. Starting
March 13, graphics by Nancy Davidson, and
constructions by Nancy Wilkoff.

The
Spaghetti
Bender

"Channel 56 3 pm-Green Thumb '*A
Moldy Subject" Focuses on the good
qualities of mold and how to keep it from
from wrecking your gardening attempts.
"Channel 56 9 pm-Black Journal "The
Original Brother" Discussion, films and
slides on a recently discovered "Lost
tribe of Africans in South America.
"Channel 56 10 pm-Detroit Black Journal

WEDNESDAY APRIL 3
Moon in Leo then Virgo 8:57 am
MUSIC

*Blind Pig-Vipers, $1.00
*Flood's-Asleep at the Wheel, $2.50
*Ark-Hoot, $.50
"Underground (Ypsi)-Straight Light,
no cover

MOVIES

*A2 Film Coop-"A Touch of Class",
Angell Hall Aud. A, 7 & 9 pm, SI.00
"Cinema Guild-"Potemkin" and "42nd
Street", Arch. Aud., 8:30 pm and 6:30
& 10:15 pm respectively, $1.00
"MUD Cinema (EMU)-"The Godfather",
Strong Aud., 6:30 & 9:30 pm, $1.00
"New World Film Coop-"The Devil and
Miss Jones", Nat. Sci Aud., 7 & 9 pm,
$1.25

TV

SUNDAY

Gay Liberation Front Meeting-3rd floor
conference room South Wing^ Michigan
Union, 8 pm
Cable 3 8:30 pm A2 City Council meeting
(replay of Monday's meeting).
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"Channel 56 3 pm-Consultation "The
Patient and the Doctor" Program focuses
on the deterioration of the doctor-patient relationships and the relationship
between this phenomena and the increasing specialization of the medical profession.
"Channel 56 10 pm-The Oleanna Trial
"A Conversation with Pete Seeger" gives
a personal glimpse of Pete Seeger the
human.

GOOD
EATS
Great Italian food, friendly
people, cozy atmosphere and
cheap prices.
23 N.WASHINGTON ST.
DOWNTOWN YPSILANTI
485-2750
Open Monday-Saturday
11 AM - Midnight

MEETINGS

"Center for Russian and East European
Studies-Brown Bag Lunch series: "Language Conflicts in Yugoslavia", Lane Hall
Commons Room, 12 pm.

THURSDAY APRIL 4
Moon in Virgo
MUSIC

This Coupon Is Worth $.50 Off
Any Pizza Or Dinner

What's NEW on SOUTH U?

"Blind Pig-Okra, $1.00
"Flood's-Radio King' $1.00
"Ark-John Wilcox, $1.00
"Underground (Ypsi)-Straight Light, no
cover
"Lincoln Park Theater-Frijid Pink

MOVIES

*A2Film Coop-"Breathless", Angell Hall
Aud. A, 7 & 9pm, $1.00
"Cinema Guild-"Shall We Dance", Arch.
Aud., 7 &9:05 pm, $1.00
"MUD Cinema (EMU)-"The Godfather",
Strong Aud., 6:30 & 9:30 pm, $1.00
"New World Film Coop-"Discreet Charm
of the Bourgeosie", Nat. Sci. Aud., 7 & 9pm,
9pm, $1.25

TV

"Channel 56 2:15 pm-Living Better
"Building a Sleeping Area" Concrete
blocks, plywood and foam cushions make
an inexpensive and comfortable couch
which doubles as a bed.
"Channel 56 7 pm-Blacklife: A conversation with Mrs. Martin Luther King Jr.
"Channel 56 8 pm-The Advocates "
Should We End All Military Aid to South
Vietnam" (the puppet regime that is).
"Channel 56 9 pm-V.D. Blues
"Channel 56 10 pm "The Elders" Examination of Americans attitudes toward
and the status of its old people.

Art

"Union Gallery-March 25-31 Part B of
the B.S.A. show; March 25 reception for
upcoming "Womens Show" at the Gallery
8 pm; starting April 12 Womens Show.
"Rackham Galleries-Thru March 30 University of Michigan Undergraduate show;
starting April 1, School of Architecture and
and Design Show
"Museum of Ar;-Art from the permanent collections; starting March 24 paintings from Midwest Universities collections.
"Forsythe Galleries-Thru April 1 graphics
by Nancy Davison, constructions Nancy
Wilkoff; starting April 3 glass works by
Dominick Labino, graphics Takeshi Takahara.

Commercial Theatres
"Campus-Thru April 1 "Day For Night",
starting April 2 "Cries and Whispers"
*Michigan-"Last Detail"
"State-Thru April 1 "The Sting", starting April 2 " Sugar Hill Express"

GET ALL THE NEWS AS IT HAPPENS
DAILY
MONTHLY
N.Y.Times
Cosmopolitan
Chicago Tribune
Redbook
Detroit Newspapers Hot Rod
Washington Post
Esquire
Wall Street Journal Playboy
Miami Herald
& Hundreds more
WEEKLY
U.S.News
Time Magazine
Newsweek
New Yorker
Sports Illustrated

PLUS
All the bestsellers
in paperback &
hardbound Books
and Magazines on
every conceivable
subj. Alphabetical
by author

SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME

ANOTHER

COMMUNITY
NEWSCENTER
Open - 8:30 AM - 11 PM 7 Days a week
1301 South University
662-6150

Johnny Winter
Saints & Sinners

\bur
Choice

including:
Stone County/Boney Moroney/Blinded By Love
Hurtin'So Bad/Feedback On Highway 101

When
\bu...

AMBOY DUKES; "CALL OF THE WILD"

The first release in several years from the legendary
(Journey to the Center of the Mind) Michigan guitar
virtuoso Ted Nugent with the Amboy Dukes. A
brand new album, on Discreet Records.

JOHNNY WINTER; "SAINTS AND SINNERS"

The most recent Winter release, with help from
Rick Derringer and brother Edgar, includes songs
by the Stones, Chuck Berry, the Coasters, Van
Morrison and others. On Columbia Records.

JOHN SINCLAIR; "GUITAR
ARMY" - includes writings
from the late sixties MC5 perriod, as well as essays penned
while serving 214 years for opposing and then overturning
Michigan's marijuana laws.

"ANN ARBOR BLUES AND
JAZZ FESTIVAL" - a two

record set on Atlantic with
highlights from the 72 festival, including Jr. Walker,
Dr. John, Muddy Waters,
Hound Dog Taylor and other
legendary musicians.

SUBSCRIBE NOW! Mailing costs have gone up,
and we will have to raise subscription rates soon
to help pay for a new and faster mailing permit.

DONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $5 D TWO YEARS
Please send me: (indicate 1st and 2nd choices.)
-CALL OF THE WILD

_SAINTS & SINNERS

_ANN ARBOR BLUES AND JAZZ FESTIVAL

ADDRESS

NAME

BILLY COBHAM; "SPECTRUM" - Atlantic lp by the
drummer for the Mahavishnu
Orchestra.

"IMPULSIVELY" - a two record sampler lp taken from
Impulse jazz releases, with
short, accessible cuts by John
Coltrane, Pharoah Sanders,
Sun Ra, Keith Janet and
many others.

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Send to: Ann Arbor SUN
208 S. First St.
Ann Arbor, Mien. 48)08

MAKE

MONEY THE STREETS
OF ANN ARBOR
We're looking for serious, responsible people to regularly sell the Ann Arbor SUN newspaper at select outdoor
locations in the Ann Arbor/Ypsilanti area. We will work closely with you on scheduling, routes, and transportation
to insure that your sales are as high as possible!
Contact Pun Plamondon or leave a message at 761-7148 or 761-7641.

-GUITAR ARMY

-IMPULSIVELY -SPECTRUM

SPECIAL
BONUS!
SELL 100 SUNS
-GET A RECORD ALBUM FREE!
As a special introductory offer to new salespeople, we are giving away one copy of any of
the record albums offered in the subscription ad
above free for every 100 SUNs sold. Sell one
bundle (100 SUNs), make $10 and a record album worth $5.98.

